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FOREWORD
A bit of history about the genesis of this programme may not be out of
place here. It started as an IAEA Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) in
1984. Liver is an unique organ in the body in the sense/ that it is one of the
few organs which has a dual blood supply, partly from hepatic artery and a
large portion from portal system. This CRP on Liver Imaging has also a kind
of duality about it.
The programme started with a medical physicist in-charge as a scientific
officer and ended when a clinical nuclear medicine specialist was in-charge.
Initially, it started with an analysis of the images of a liver phantom with
the aim of evaluating the performance characteristics of the imaging
instruments available in the developing countries. We were trying to prove
that a good quality control of the imaging instruments is necessary for
consistently acceptable performance from them. During the course of this
initial analysis, we found that a same image of the phantom can be interpreted
differently by different observers. There was an observer variation with a

wide divergence. A way of statistically analyzing this observer variance was
developed on the basis of the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)
curves. Such curves can be developed for the institution as a whole, for the
country as a whole or for the entire region itself.
If the observers vary so much in the interpretation of the phantom
images, there would be a greater degree of divergence when interpreting
clinical images. The project then entered into its second clinical phase at
this stage. The Japanese group participating in the study had a set of nearly
116 liver images of patients with confirmed diagnosis. Copies of these were
provided to each of the participating countries. The national co-ordinator in
each country then sent them to a group of nuclear medicine specialists for
their interpretation on specially provided proforma which were meticulously
prepared by the Japanese scientists with their characteristic thoroughness.
Obviously there was a great deal of variation in the diagnostic interpretation
from doctor to doctor proving the proverbial adage that no two doctors can
agree on their diagnostic conclusions.
At this stage, another duality was brought in. One hundred and seventy
seven liver images were collected from the participating Asian countries.
These were circulated again to groups of physicians for interpretation.
Looking at clinical conditions to which they were accustomed, did not reduce
the differences to any significant degree.
There was duality in the way the data was analyzed in the project. A
part of the data related to the phantom was analyzed in Vienna along with the
similar data collected from other regions. The data based on the interpretation of clinical liver images was analyzed in Japan.
The variation in the interpretation of clinical liver images does not
come as a surprise to a practicing nuclear medicine specialist. The fact that
the same liver image lends itself to different interpretations indicates that
there are inherent ambiguities in the liver image. Liver is a large solid
organ, of no specific geometric shape, criss-crossed by large blood vessels
and biliary passages and having two types of cells, Polygonal and Kupfer's,
with different metabolic functions. A two dimensional representation of such
a large mish-mash poses a serious challenge to the unwary. Greater the degree
of divergence of the interpretations, more 'cautions' and 'guidance' is
required for interpretation of the images. There was more to learn from these

images than the standard classical images where the diagnosis was
unquestionable. From this kind of images the idea of the atlas of the liver
images was born. This is not an Atlas of the usual kind of images but an
Atlas where the liver images had a different degree of divergence of opinion
where the editor tries to point out why a mis-interpretation was possible in
each case. This is the kind of clinical material on which experience and
expertise are built upon.
The Agency is publishing this Atlas as a TECDOC so that it receives a
wide circulation amongst the nuclear medicine specialists of the developing
countries and serves a vital educational need of these countries. The project
would not have been possible without the financial support of the Japanese
Government and a brilliant scientific support of their participating team. It
could not have materialized without the intense collaborative efforts of all
the participants of this CRP. The project was under the aegis of the RCA
(Regional Collaborative Agreement) for Asia and the Pacific. What greater
collaboration can there be than a group of doctors discussing and analyzing
their own mistakes? Mistakes are not mis-steps but steps towards improvement.

EDITORIAL NOTE
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INTRODUCTION
This atlas is an outcome of an IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme on
"Evaluation of Nuclear Medicine Imaging Procedures for the Diagnosis of Liver
Diseases". Apart from Japan, nine other Asian countries participated in the
project and 293 liver scintigrams (116 from Japanese institutions and 177 from
seven Asian countries) were evaluated by physicians from the participating
Asian countries.
Detailed computer analysis of the scan interpretations and other data was
carried out at the National Institute of Radiobiological Science at Chiba-Shi,
Japan. Analysis of the data revealed a wide divergence of opinion on a large
number of scans. The purpose of the atlas is not only to put together a
series of typical liver scintigrams depicting various diseases encountered in
the developing countries of Asia/ but also to cover those scans in which there
were differences of opinion. An attempt has been made to analyse reasons for
the discrepent views which are given in the editorial comments. It is felt
that inclusion of equivocal scans has further enhanced the educative and
informative aspects of the liver atlas.
The reasons for referral, clinical history and findings and the results
of laboratory investigations have been culled from the liver confirmation
sheets obtained with the scans. There are instances in the atlas where such
information is either lacking or sketchy. Unfortunately, it has not been
possible to obtain any further information from the contributors to the liver
scan pool.
On occasions, more scinti-views than the number shown in the atlas have
been obtained. All have not been included for reasons of space and only those
views which substantially contribute to the information obtained have been
reproduced.

Under the heading for verification of final diagnosis
investigations which were the most definitive have been included.

only

those

The computer analysis of the scan findings of the individual physicians
was carried out and individual scores have been separately tabulated for:
(a) scan abnormality; (b) space occupying lesions; (c) cirrhosis and
(d) diffuse liver diseases like hepatitis. In order to avoid cluttering the
atlas with too many figures only the individual scores for space occupying
lesions are printed. However, wherever appropriate, like in patients with
cirrhosis or hepatitis, relevant data from the individual scores for cirrhosis
or diffuse diseases have been given in the comments.
It is hoped that this atlas will be of interest to nuclear medicine
physicians in general and would be very useful to nuclear medicine students in
particular.

INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON STUDY
OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE IMAGING DEVICES
Results of a Joint IAEA/WHO quality control survey in 34 countries
Abridged version of a report prepared by Dr. H. Bergmann,
Division of Nuclear Medicine, University of Vienna,
Vienna, Austria

INTRODUCTION

Quality

assurance

of

imaging

equipment

needs

two

components

to be

successful:
-

Internal or user quality control is carried out by the user of the
imaging

device

to monitor

the

status

of

the equipment

at

regular

intervals, usually by measuring characteristic system parameters.

-

External quality control is used to assess the performance of a system
in comparison to similar systems in other laboratories.
External
quality control is usually performed by an independent organisation at
the national or international level.
Whereas user quality control of imaging equipment is well established

and several publications cover the details of procedures for testing imaging
equipment (e.g. IAEA 1984), external quality control, outside the USA has been

introduced only recently.

In the beginning of the 1980s1 the WHO has carried

out a European pilot study to assess the quality of imaging equipment in
Europe (Volodin 1985).

The success of this study has led to a follow-up

project, in which the IAEA in Vienna and the WHO in Geneva jointly undertook a
worldwide survey to assess the status of imaging equipment in nuclear medicine
laboratories.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The phantom used in the study was a simulated anatomic liver phantom
(SALP) designed at the IAEA headquarters in Vienna.

It consisted of a lead

sheet of 2 mm thickness into which an opening with the outlines of a normal
human liver in AP - projection was cut (Fig. 1).
In the borders of the
rectangular mask holes were drilled at regular spacing to define a coordinate
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Fig. 1:

Internal

structure

of

simulated

anatomic

liver

phantom

containing 10 circular lesions of 15 mm diameter each.

values

were

percent.

grid.

different.

They

are

given

inside

the

(SALP)

Absorbance

lesions

in

The labelling of the coordinate grid is also shown.

Lesions were simulated by inserting lucite or copper absorbers with

absorbance values ranging from

6.0 to 39% as indicated in Fig. 1.

indicated

the coordinate grid which

is the labelling of

participant during image evaluation.

is used

Also

by the

The phantom was embedded in a block of

stryofoam and packed into a sealed plastic shell.

The shell was labelled with

anatomical landmarks to enable the user to position the phantom correctly for
imaging.

The

transmission

phantom

sources

was

were

used
99m

as

a

transmission phantom.
Permitted
57
Technetium and
Cobalt.
Images were

obtained by positioning the phantom between the imaging device and an extended
uniform

flood

source.

The

structure of

the phantom was

unknown

to the

participant.
Each participating laboratory obtained a transmission phantom.

For each

imaging device which the participant wished to evaluate a transmission image

was made.
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Both scanners and gamma cameras could be used. For each imaging device
entering the survey a questionnaire was filled out consisting of four parts.
The first part contained questions regarding technical details of the imaging

instrument, the second part contained questions asking for acquisition and

display parameters used in the evaluation - the participants were asked to
employ the same parameters as normally used in clinical liver imaging, and the
third part asked for information regarding quality control practice.

The

fourth part contained the results of the image evaluation.

For the evaluation of an image the liver area was partitioned by a
coordinate grid into 41 squares of equal size, 10 of which contained lesions.
The participant was asked to report for each of the squares separately the
degree of confidence with which he thought a lesion was present.

He could

select 4 rating values which were:
1.
2.
3.

- abnormality definitely absent
- abnormality probably absent
- abnormality probably present

4.

- abnormality definitely present.

The answers were recorded in the questionnaire and returned together
with the phantom image, a uniformity image of a resolution phantom to the IAEA
or the WHO for final evaluation.

The quality of an image was calculated from the rating values given to
the image by the participant. First an ROC curve was generated using the
graded rating method (Metz 1978). For each image a printout of the ROC curve

was obtained and checked visually to eliminate evaluations with systematic
errors.
A typical systematic error encountered was caused by assigning wrong

coordinates to the squares which resulted
distortions

of

the ROC

curve.

Such

in severe and clearly visible

results

were

excluded

from

further

processing. The area under the ROC curve was then calculated using the method
given by Eanley (1982) and used as the ranking parameter for the quality of
the image. A typical printout for an ROC analysis is shown in Fig. 2. In the
case of group comparisons the ROC curves were calculated by pooling the
individual rating data of the members of the group.

In

total

93

institutions

from

10

Asian

countries

completed

282

evaluations (Table 1).
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Typical ROC analysis of a phantom image evaluation, showing on top
the identification (ID) of the image and the rating values submitted
by the participant.

The line labelled "signal" contains the ratings

given to the squares containing lesions, the line labelled "noise"
contains the rating values for the squares without lesions.

Also

shown is the area under the ROC curve in percent of maximum area
(100%) and its standard deviation.

Each

laboratory

was

permitted

to

check

all

imaging

instruments.

Furthermore, it was permitted that several persons performed the evaluation of
an image independently, but no group reporting was permitted.

Therefore, the

number of evaluation sheets exceeds the number of participating laboratories.

RESULTS

In total 327 gamma cameras and 45 scanners were used in the study.

The

most relevant questions of the questionnaire were those dealing with quality
control

practice.

Quality

control

reported

for

scanners

showed

widely

different methods, ranging from the occasional check of the correct photopeak
setting

to a

complete

set of procedures

following

the IAEA TECDOC-317.

Quality control applied to the gamma cameras was much more uniform.
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Table 1: Countries

participating

in

the

IAEA

and

WHO

inter-laboratory

comparison study.

ASIA
No. of. Institutes

No. of Eval. Sheets

15

21

China

5

13

India

6

51

Japan

40

115

Korea

16

21

Pakistan

7

16

Philippines

8

1

Singapore

1

10

Thailand

a

18

Vietnam

2

16

93

282

Bangladesh

TOTAL

Of major

importance in an

intercomparison survey

feedback information returned to the participant.

is the amount of

In this survey two result

sheets were returned for each evaluation together with detailed explanations:

The first one presented the true phantom structure together with the
participant's ratings printed on the structure. The second result sheet
illustrated the participant's performance in relation to the performance of
the other participants. A graphic presentation was chosen (Pig. 3) displaying
the histogram of the distribution of the ROC-curve areas of all participants.
The histogram class to which the ROC-curve area of the individual participant
belonged was specially marked.

Of the comparisons between different groups the most interesting ones
were those between countries.
for

all

regions.

participating

Table 2 contains a summary of ROC curve areas

countries,

classified

with

respect

to

geographic

Also investigated was the effect of instrument type on the area of

the ROC curve by comparing scanners (group ROC area 80.3 + 1.4) with gamma
cameras (group ROC area 86.8 + 0.5).
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IAEA LIVER PHANTOM EVALUATION SHEET f 2

ID No.: 711 Area under ROC-curve: 94.7 Standard Deviation: 5.7

FREQUENCY BAR CHART

MIDPOINT

FREQ.

AREA

CUM. PERCENT CUM
FREQ.

PERCENT
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] ******

12
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4.94 4.94

65

] ******

11

23

4.53 9.47

70

] ******

12

35

4.94 14.40

75

] *****

9

44

3.70 18.11

3
80

] **************
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] *****************************
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] *********************

41
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37
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15.23 85.19

100

] ******************

36

243

14.81 100.00

10

20

30

40

11.11 29.22

53.09

50

FREQUENCY

The ID number assigned to your entry is 711. The area under the ROC-curve
calculated from your image evaluation is 94.7 percent. You can determine how
your performance compares with the other participating laboratories by noting
the position of the bar indicating your performance (>»»») and the value of

cumulative percentage at that position.
Fig. 3:

Result sheet number 2 returned to the participant with identification
number 711. It contains the histogram of the ROC curve areas of all
valid image evaluations (European region). The histogram bin which
contains the participant's result is specially marked with angle

brackets. Also contained is the exact value of the ROC area and its
standard deviation.
DISCUSSION

External quality control of imaging devices in nuclear medicine was from
the beginning based on the use of emission - or transmission phantoms (Herrera
1984), because the wide variation in the design of nuclear medicine imaging
devices does not permit the comparison of physical system parameters.
of

an

image as

the indicator of

the performance of a system poses the

difficulty to evaluate objectively the quality of the test image.
quality of
image.
14

The use

Usually the

the image is related to the amount of detail detected in the

Earlier ranking methods have used the number of correctly identified

Table 2: Areas under ROC curve for participating countries.

Countries are identified by numbers to maintain anonymity.
Europe

Asia

Latin
America

Mediterranean/
Middle East

Country
No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

95.0
91.8
91.6
90.3
89.7
89.2
89.1
87.7
87.4
86.8
86.4
83.5
80.9
78.8
76.9

85.6 84.7

91.1
90.8
90.8
89.0
87.5
86.3
86.2
84.4
76.4
73.7

85.5 81.8
84.0 51.8
83.8
82.3

lesions as a parameter of the quality of performance (e.g.

CAP 1982).

ranking

in

method

does

not

take

into

account

differences

threshold of the individual observers who may either tend

the

This

decision

to overreport,

thereby increasing the number of true positives but inevitably also increasing

the number of false positives, or report conservatively and thereby reporting
fewer true positives but also fewer false positive lesions.

The ROC curve

approach to the analysis of a phantom image as used previously by Hermann
(1982) compensates for variations in the observer threshold.
In designing the phantom for the present survey, a compromise was made

between the optimum phantom for ROC analysis and a phantom that would be
accepted by the person performing the evaluation, usually a specialist in
nuclear medicine.

Previous experience has shown that in order to have a

phantom accepted as a simulated clinical image the number of lesions should be
limited.

If an observer is presented with a structure with too many lesions

he will not easily accept the task to report on each segment of the image

separately.

This consideration has led to a phantom in which only 10 out of

41 reporting positions contain lesions.

This situation is not optimal for ROC

curve generation for which the target/non target ratio should

ideally be

approximately 1.
Therefore, the ROC

curve obtained from a single image and

its area

should mainly be regarded as a convenient ranking parameter with the advantage

15

of compensating for observer bias. However, the ROC curves calculated for
groups fulfil the statistical requirements much better.
Quality control practice differs considerably from the recommendations
issued by various national and

international bodies.

As an example, the

majority of participants perform uniformity testing once a week regardless of

the

geographical

recommendations

region.

which

This

require

is

this

substantially
test

different

to be performed

from

daily.

current
Similar

discrepancies exist for the frequency of linearity testing.
Equipment

used

for

quality

control

testing

is

widely

Uniformity testing in Europe is preferentially done using a

different.

Cobalt flood

source, whereas regions with a high proportion of developing countries prefer
to use a

Tc-flood- or point source.

Also, in spite of several national

and international recommendations to use orthogonal hole test patterns for

linearity and resolution measurements, the most frequently used phantom is
still the 4 quardrant bar phantom.

in

documents

detailing

quality

These findings should stimulate a revision

control procedures

and

efforts

should

be

increased to convince users that the recommended test frequencies should be
observed.
The

variation.

individual

areas

under

the ROC

curves

show

surprisingly

wide

Even just above at the threshold area for diagnostically useful

imaging, which is given by an area of 50%, a considerable number of
participants can be found. Also the "perfect" result with an area of 100% is
not infrequent. This is partly due to the considerable statistical scatter of
the

individual results which is in the order of 7% - 10%,

but certainly

reflects also large differences in image quality.
Another

surprising

different countries.

finding

is the large variation of ROC

areas of

Even when omitting the worst country result of 51.8%

which is mainly caused by a systematic misplacement of the coordinate grid,
group ROC areas still range from 73% up to 95%. These ROC areas have standard
errors of less than 1% so that the differences are highly significant.
There

are

several

possible

explanations

for

these

Certainly the quality of instrumentation is one major factor.

could be difference in reporting habits in different countries.

differences.
Another one

Also, the

selection of participants for this survey may cause distortions since the
composition of the subgroups may be far from what would be obtained by random
selection.
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In some countries the participants may consist of highly trained

personnel, mainly working in academic environments while in other countries the
participants may comprise all nuclear medicine laboratories with all degrees
of training and experience.
In spite of these deficiencies, the survey has had two major beneficial
results:
The

interest

in practicing

user

quality

control

has

been

greatly

stimulated.
The feed back information has been found by the
participants and in many instances it has led to establish firmly

internal quality control.
-

The statistical information about the performance of groups is a useful

guide for the IAEA and the WHO to direct their efforts to improve
quality control in those regions for which such support seems to be most
necessary.
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QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE LIVER SCINTISCAN INTERPRETATION
BY ASIAN PHYSICIANS OF 116 SCANS FROM JAPAN
AND 177 POOLED LIVER SCANS FROM OTHER ASIAN COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING
IN THE CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME (CRP)

SUMMARY

The following is a summary of exhaustive analysis of the liver scintiscan
interpretations carried out by the following team of Japanese participants:
Kenjiro Fukubisa, Takeshi A. linuma, Touru Matsumoto, Tasbiro Yamasaki, Yuko
Tateno (National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Chiba-shi, Japan);
Yashuto Sasaki (Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Gunma university School of
Medicine, Maebashi-shi, Japan and Teruo Nagai (Dept. of Radiology, Gunma
University School of Medicine, Maebashi-shi, Japan.

The object of the study was to assess quantitatively the performance of
Asian nuclear medicine physicians in interpreting liver scans of patients with
various types of focal or diffuse liver diseases. The study was conducted in
two phases. In Phase I of the study, a set of Japanese liver scans was sent
to the physicians in various participating Asian countries and in Phase II a
set of liver scans collected from participating Asian countries was sent to
all participating countries for interpretation. Table 1 gives the disease
distribution pattern in the 116 liver scans from the Japanese institutions and
177 liver scans pooled from other Asian countries.
Part I of the report gives the computer analysis of the interpretation by
Asian physicians of liver scans collected from various centres in Japan and
Part II deals with the interpretation by Asian physicians of liver scans
pooled from seven participating Asian countries.
Part I;

116 liver scans were selected from the 343 liver scintigrams already
collected by a committee formed by Japan Radioisotope Association for image
standardization in 1980. The criteria used for selecting the scans were: (i)
images should have been obtained on a gamma camera between 1976 and 1978; (ii)
images should be of good quality? (iii) a confirmed diagnosis by other
definitive and unequivocal methods must be available; (iv) a wide variety of
liver diseases should be included.

The scans were copied and despatched to the following ten participating
countries:

Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Pakistan, Philippines,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam. The participating physicians were
required to enter the individual scan findings in separate work sheets, which
were sent with the scans, (specimen of report sheet in annexure) and return
them to the National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) at Chiba-shi,
Japan. The scans were read by 68 physicians from 8 Asian countries. Table 2
gives the number of observers from each participating country.
Detailed computer analysis was carried out at NIRS and Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves of every individual observer and of each
19

Table 1
DISEASE DISTRIBUTION IK SCANS SUBMITTED FROM DIFFERENT
PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

A

B

C

D

E

F

I

Hepatoma

9

4

2

1

4

2

10

Hepatoma

-

1

-

Metastasis

6

7

4

4

Cysts & Haemeng.

2

5

3

1

Abscesses
Others

All SOLs total

3

Japan Total

8

40

4

7

12

2

9

31

63

1

1

5

18

8

1

9

21
8

-

1

3

2

1

1

-

17

17

15

9

16

18

19

51

162

3

5

5

2

2

20

37

3

1

-

1

-

8

2

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

1

-

Cirrhosis

Hepatomegaly

2

1

Tuberculosis

-

2

Hepatitis

1

Others

-

1

Non SOLs total

3

4

3

10

8

3

3

33

67

Normal

5

6

7

6

1

4

3

32

64

Total

25

27

25

25

25

25

25

116

293

-

4

13

15
3

participating country were generated depicting their accuracy in calling space
occupying lesions (SOL), cirrhosis and other non-cirrhotic diffuse liver
diseases.
The data has been further analysed for additional useful information on
the number of liver scans done with various radipharmaceuticals; age and sex
distribution of the selected cases, frequency of utilising various modes like
angiography, surgery, etc., for confirmation of diagnosis, palpation findings
in various diseases and results of various liver function tests in different
disease states.
Amongst the
51 patients with
diseases causing
liver scintigrams
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116 liver scans from many Japanese institutions, there were
various types of space occupying lesions, 33 patients with
diffuse involvement of liver and 32 patients with normal
(Table 1).

Table 2
TOTAL NO. OF OBSERVERS FOR READING JAPANESE SCANS AND
NO. OF OBSERVERS FOR READING SCANS
FROM OTHER PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

Country

Bangladesh
India
Korea
Pakistan
Philippines
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Vietnam
Total

No . for
Jap . Scans
7
6
20
13
12
1
8
1
68

No. for
Asian Scans

7
6
11

7
1
1
6
1
40*

*2 from Philippines and 7 from India not
included in data analysis as they were
received late.

All observers were required to fill in a separate liver scintigram report
sheet for every scan reported. The report sheet included details of patient
indentification, radiopharmaceutical used, reporting doctors' code, liver
scintigraphic findings and liver scintigraphic diagnosis. For analysis, liver
scintigraphic diagnosis offered by the observer was compared with the
confirmed diagnosis and ROC curves were generated for individual physicians
and for each participating country.

Sensitivity or true positivity rate (TPR) of an individual observer was
obtained by dividing the total number of abnormal scintigrams reported by the
total number of abnormal cases. Specificity or true negativity rate (TNR) of
an observer was determined by dividing the total number of normal scans
reported by the total number of normal cases in the series. Sensitivity and
specificity for each country was obtained by dividing the sum of all
numerators by the sum of all denominators of every participating physician
from the country.
Table 3 gives the sensitivity or TPR and specificity or TNR of
scintigraphic findings for each participating country for Japanese and Asian
pooled scans separately. Same data for Japanese scans is presented in the
form of a bar diagram in Fig. 1. Solid bars depict sensitivity and hollow
bars indicate specificity.

A high TPR and a low TNR indicates overreading and means calling many
false positives. On the other hand, a low TPR and high TNR denotes a cautious
approach and underreading of scans. An ideal situation would be a high TPR
and a high TNR. Country D with a TNR of 93.7 and TPR of 66.7 is an example of
a very prudent reading attitutde. Country H has the highest sensitivity and
specificity for interpreting Japanese scans.

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the average performance of the physicians from each
participating country for diagnosing space occupying lesions of the liver
(SOL), cirrhosis and non-cirrhotic diffuse liver diseases respectively.
Performance of all participating countries for accurately predicting SOLs is
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Table 3
SENSITIVITY AMD SPECIFICITY OF VARIOUS ASIAN PARTICIPATING
COUNTRIES FOR READING JAPANESE AND ASIAN SCANS

JAPANESE SCANS

A

Country

B

H

SENSITIVITY

82.5 79.5

SPECIFICITY

67.7

79.3

66.7

68.5 72.6 93.7

74.4 75.7 73.8 87.8
78.1 69.8 81.5 67.8

ASIAN SCANS

Country

A B C

SENSITIVITY

D E

85.4 78

SPECIFICITY 55.6

F

G

I

84.3 95.1 86.1 92.7 83.3 85.2

50.7

44

5.3

34.7 16.5 44.6 55.2

^ sensitivity

[

10CH

B

C

D

E

| specificity

F

code of countries
FIG.1.

similar with country H having the largest area under the curve. Difference in
performance by different countries reflects the extent of clinical experience
of

the

physicians

participating

from

a

particular

country.

Accuracy

of

predicting cirrhosis is low as compared to predicting SOLs (Fig. 3) and the
performance of participating countries can be grouped under good (countries H,
C and I), fair (countries A, B and E) and poor (countries G and D). Fig. 3
shows the ROC curves of different countries for non-cirrhotic diffuse liver
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Table 4
JAPANESE SCANS READ BY ASIAN PHYSICIANS

Area under ROC Curve for confirmed Diagnoses
Diagnoses
Code of Country

SOL OF Liver

Hepatic Cirrhosis Hepatitis

A

79. A

A 74.2

A 62.1

B

74.0

A 72.1

A 61.0

C

O 81.9

O 80.3

A 64.8

D

76.2

58.3

A 64.4

E

78.2

67.0

A 63.3

F

78.0

65.4

57.8

6

76.6

57.4

55.0

I

O82.4

A 73.8

55.5

85.0

83.5

H (Japan)

74.4

disease (hepatitis). The performance of country H is much better than that of
other countries. It may be because of difference in criteria used by country
H and other countries for diagnosing hepatitis. It is also possible that the
use of 99mTc-phytate with a different distribution in bone marrow and spleen
has enabled country H to perform better.
Table 4 gives area under the ROC curves for each participating country
for SOL, cirrhosis and diffuse diseases. Statistical analysis to determine
the level of confidence in picking up SOL was carried out and plotted for
every country in the form of a bell type curve. Along 'X' axis is given the

average of the confidence level of different observers from a country and
along 'Y' axis is plotted the standard deviation for every image. Figs. 5 and
6 give the bell shaped curves for countries A and H respectively. One hollow
small square indicates a scintigram with SOL and a large hollow square
indicates 5 scintigrams with SOL. Similarly small solid circle indicates a
normal scan and a large circle indicates 5 normal scans. A solid triangle and
a solid star indicate cirrhosis and diffuse liver disease (hepatitis)
respectively. Figure 5 depicting the curve for country A shows three large
hollow squares and one small square in the extreme right corner of the graph
indicating that all physicians correctly diagnosed SOL in 16 patients.
Similarly if solid circles, stars and triangles are clustered in the left hand
corner it indicates that absence of SOL was correctly diagnosed by all
physicians. Fig. 4 also shows a high false positive and a high false negative
average. The bell shaped confidence curve of country H (Fig. 6) showed the
lowest height amongst all countries indicating that there was a good agreement
amongst the physicians of that country for making a diagnosis and has the
highest confidence level.
Detailed analysis was also carried out and ROC curves generated for SOLs
located in right lobe, left lobe and at the junction of the two liver lobes.
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The performance of the physicians from various countries was similar to the
ROC curves for SOL in liver (Fig. 2).

It appears from this study that detection efficiency of Asian doctors was
best for picking up SOLs and poorest for diffuse liver diseases like
hepatitis. A wide variation in performance of the participating countries was
noticed for diagnosing cirrhosis.
The performance of all participating
countries was uniformly bad for differentiating an extrahepatic lesion from a
hepatic lesion situated in the inferior surface of the liver.
Part II;
177 liver images along with clinical and technical information on the
prescribed sheets were sent to the National Institute of Radiological Sciences
at Chiba-shi by seven participating Asian Countries (specimens of imaging
procedure used sheets and liver confirmation sheets in annexure). Disease
distribution pattern of the scans pooled from the seven countries is given in
Table 1.
The scintigrams were carefully copied on positive photographic
prints and were sent to the participating countries for interpretation.
Table 2 gives the number of participating physicians from each of the eight
Asian countries.
The data received was subjected to detailed computer
analysis and data similar to the data generated for the Japanese scans was
obtained.
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Table 5
DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY FOR EXISTENCE OF HEPATIC
DISEASES BETWEEN COUNTRIES OFFERING SCINTIGRAMS
AND COUNTRIES OF INTERPRETING PHYSICIANS

Countries of cases
Countries of
physicians

A

A

Sensitivity
Specificity

B

95.2
33.3

C

D

100.0
14.3

66.7

33.3

E

95.7
100.0

F

I

average

81.0
50.0

86.4
66.7

85.4
55.6

Sensitivity
Specificity

95.8
50.0

Sensitivity
Specificity

95.0
38.2

94.3

D

Sensitivity
Specificity

100.0
0.0

100.0
0.0

E

Sensitivity
Specificity

99.3
22.9

96.4
19.0

97.6
8.2

85.8
7.9

F

Sensitivity
Specificity

93.8
33.3

95.2
4.8

96.3
0.0

91.2
0.0

99.3
0.0

G

Sensitivity
Specificity

92.9
37.1

91.9
14.6

92.1
30.6

70.0
7.1

92.8
14.3

83.0
46.4

I

Sensitivity
Specificity

90.0
40.0

100.9
33.3

88.9
42.9

78.9
33.3

95.7
100.0

81.0
100.0

88.0
39.1

86.9
37.0

91.0
34.0

71.4
24.9

91.4
30.3

78.7
67.9

B

C

Average Sensi.
Speci.

90.7
4.8

24.2

28.6

91.6
0.0

82.5
65.2

94.3
41.7

78.0
50.7

84.2
16.7

95.8
9.1

85.2
59.1

95.0
48.5

84.3
44.0

84.2
0.0

95.2
0.0

74.3

100.0
14.3

85.7
50.0

95.1
5.3
86.1

94.2
50.0

34.7

93.2
35.3

92.7
16.5

94.1
33.3

83.3
44.6
85.2
55.2

88.0
43.9

85.0
38.9

The 177 pooled liver scans included 111 patients with SOL, 34 patients
with diffuse liver disease and 32 patients with a normal liver scan.
Confirmation of diagnosis in these patients was mostly through other
complimentary tests like ultrasound, C.T. scanning, angiography, biopsy,
surgery and autopsy. However, as opposed to the Japanese set of liver scans
reliance was put on less definite methods like clinical diagnosis and clinical
course of the disease in 54 of 177 patients (30.6%) for confirmation of
diagnosis.

Table 3 depicts the sensitivity or TPR and specificity or TNR for the
eight participating physicians and Table 5 gives the accuracy of diagnosing
liver disease for each country in terms of sensitivity and specificity
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separately for each set of liver scans received from the seven countries. It
can be seen that specificity for reading Asian scans on the whole is very much
lower than the specificity values obtained with Japanese scans. Physicians
from countries D and F have obviously overread the scans and doctors from
countries A, B & I have tended to underread the scans. The specificity of the
physicians from country D for reading liver scans from the other Asian
countries except country C is zero; for country C also the specificity is only
14.3. The specificity for reading images obtained from country F by observers
from other Asian countries is generally high (average specificity 67.9).

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show the average performance of the physicians from each
participating country for SOLs, cirrhosis and diffuse liver disease
respectively. Country F shows evidence of overreading at third operating
point and performance of countries G, D and E is also rather poor (fig. 7).
ROC curves for cirrhosis show four different trends in performance. Country A
has a high true positive rate with HPR with low false positive rate. Country
F with a high TPR and a high FPR is a typical example of overreading.
Countries B, D and E fall into the middle group while the rest of the
countries performed poorly in diagnosing cirrhosis (fig. 8).
The performance of all countries for diagnosing diffuse liver disease is
uniformly poor (fig. 9).

Like with the Japanese set of scans statistical analysis was carried out
to determine the confidence level of physicians from each participating Asian
country for picking up SOLs in the set of pooled Asian scans. The data has
been plotted in the shape of bell shaped curves similar to the ones shown in
figs. 5 and 6. The height of the bell shaped curve for country B is quite
high (fig. 10) indicating that there is considerable divergence of opinion
between individual physicians for predicting
showed similar high domed curves.

SOL. Countries E and G also

The following conclusions can be drawn from the evaluation of the liver
scan interpretations given by physicians from the participating Asian
countries in the co-ordinated research programme (CRP) for the set of Japanese
and pooled Asian scans.
Detection efficiency for picking up SOLs was the best both for the
Japanese and Asian set of of scans and poorest for diffuse liver diseases like
hapatitis.
A very wide variation in performance of individual participants and
participating countries was noticed ranging from very good by some to very
poor accuracy by others. The difference is more apparent with the Asian set
of liver scans where the specificity as compared to Japanese scans is very
low.
There could be many factors responsible for this wide divergence in the
diagnostic capabilities ranging from suboptimal performance of imaging system,
type of radiopharmaceutical used, the degree and extent of training and
experience of the physicians participating in the survey.
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LIVER IMAGES

Key to the Atlas

The liver images are not presented according to the disease categories but are given in a random
order, just as patients would come to a nuclear medicine clinic. Readers may wish to look first at the
pictures before comparing their interpretation with the text on the opposite page:

Key to identification of picture type:
A
P
RL
LL
RAO
LAO

=
=
=
=
=
=

Anterior
Posterior
Right lateral
Left lateral
Right anterior oblique
Left anterior oblique
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RL

32

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATIC CIRRHOSIS

NO; ID-2

Clinical history and reason for referral;
49 M; Palpable hard liver
Investigations;

SCOT, LDH,

alkaline

phosphatase

and

total

bilirubin moderately elevated.

Alpha-feto proteins abnormal and SGPT slightly abnormal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views.
Scan findings;

Markedly enlarged liver and a moderately enlarged spleen. Uptake of the
radiocolloid in the liver is reduced and patchy. Splenic uptake is more than
the liver. Bone marrow uptake is seen in the spine and ribs.
No space
occupying lesions are seen. Scan appearances typical for cirrhosis of liver.
Final diagnosis verified by:
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions:
Scan abnormality present

+

++

+

final diagnosis
Cirrh
Cirrhosis
of

liver
11

| 10 | 12 | 35

Comments ;
In answer to a specific query
the computer analysis revealed
definitely (35) or probably
(non-cirrhotic) was noted by 21

regarding the presence or absence of cirrhosis
that 45 of 68 observers found cirrhosis to be
present. Evidence of generalised liver disease
observers.

From the individual scores given above 21 observers noted focal lesions
difinitely (11) or probably present (10). Focal pathology was probably
suspected because of reduced and patchy uptake.
Presence of alpha-feto
proteins also would be suspicious for associated hepatoma.

33

RL

34

DIAGNOSIS: LIVER METASTASES

NO; ID-4

Clinical history and reason for referral;
43 F; liver not palpable.

Referred to exclude métastases.

Investigations;
All biochemical investigations within normal limits.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 9<?mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views.

Scan findings:

Liver and spleen are normal in shape, size and position.
There is an
ill-defined area of reduced concentration at the junction of the right and
left lobes near the superior surface.
Final diagnosis verified by:
Surgery
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

final diagnosis
Liver

métastases
63

Comments;
Overall impression is that of a normal liver scan particularly because of the
absence of any clinical and biochemical evidence of liver involvement. Site
of primary malignancy is also not known. Lesions in the region of porta
hepatis and around the right and left lobe junction should be interpreted with
caution.
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RL

36

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATIC CYSTS

NO; ID-9

Clinical history and reason for referral;
61 F; Palpable liver

Investigations;
All biochemical investigations were normal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.

views: Anterior and right lateral
views.

Scan findings;

Multiple, large and discrete space occupying lesions are seen in both the
lobes.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions;
Scan abnormality present

++

+

T

_

final diagnosis|
Hepatic

cysts
66

Comments ;

Static

lesions.

liver

scan

has

Additional

not

rapid

given any

sequential

clues

scans

regarding

the nature

immediately

of

following

the

the

injection of "mTc-phytate Or a radionuclide blood pool scan could have
helped in differentiating between vascular metastatic lesions and avascular
cysts. Liver ultrasonography would have also helped. Absence of symptoms
also favour benign cysts.
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DIAGNOSIS: HEPATIC CIRRHOSIS

NO: ID-13

Clinical history and reason for referral;
45 F; Palpable hard liver
Investigations ;
SCOT, LDH slightly abnormal, Alpha-feto proteins present.
Liver Scan: Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views.

Scan findings;
There is left lobe hypertrophy.
Spleen
concentration of the radiopharmaceutical.

though

normal

sized

shows

good

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy
Individual scores for focal lesions:
I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Hepatic
I

cirrhosis

|

55

Comments;
Left lobe hypertrophy and good concentration in the spleen raise the
possibility of early cirrhosis. 15 observers considered cirrhosis to be
difinitely present (6) or probably present (9). 14 observers felt generalised
liver disease definately present (8) or probably present (6). Only 9
observers felt that focal disease was present.
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RL

40

DIAGNOSIS: CHRONIC HEPATITIS

NO; ID-19

Clinical history and reason for referral;
54 M; Palpable liver
Investigations;
SCOT, SGPT and LDH slightly abnormal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: "mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior and right lateral
views.

Scan findings;

Scan shows some left lobe hypertrophy.
Final diagnosis verified by:
Biopsy
Individual scores for focal lesions:
I Scan abnormality present
++
3

+
T
I____I____(_____I
I 7

| 6

[ 52 |

final diagnosis)
Chronic
hepatitis

|
j
|

Comments;
Although there is left lobe hypertrophy the splenic uptake like in early
cirrohosis is not abnormal. 34 observers indicated definite presence (11) or
probable presence (23) of diffuse liver disease. Only 3 observers thought
cirrhosis was probably present.
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RL

42

DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS

NO; ID-27

Clinical history and reason for referral:
50 M; liver not palpable

Investigations;
SCOT, SGPT and alkaline phosphatase slightly abnormal; LDH and total bilirubin
moderately elevated.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views.

Scan findings;

Scan shows a shrunken right lobe and a hypertrophie left lobe. Good uptake of
the radiopharmaceutical is seen in the spleen.
Spinal marrow faintly
visualised in posterior and lateral views.
Final diagnosis verified by;

Clinical course
Individual scores for focal lesions:
I Scan abnormality present

++

+

+

12 I 11
I

_

final diagnosis
Cirrhosis

| 41
I

Comments;
Scan appearances are typical of advanced cirrhosis.
53 of 65 observers
noticed definite cirrhotic changes (35) or probable cirrhotic changes (18).

43

44

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATIC CYST

NO; ID-28

Clinical history and reason for referral;

79 M; Mass in right hypochondrium
Investigations ;
SGPT and LDH slightly abnormal.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 99mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior and posterior views.

Scan findings;

Scan shows well-defined, discrete space occupying lesion at the junction of
right and left lobes near the superior surface of the liver.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Autopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

29

15

+

_

final diagnosis)
Hepatic

cyst
17

Comments;
Once again static liver scan does not help in establishing the nature of the
lesion. Rapid sequential scans immediately after injection of ^^mTc-phytate
or a radionuclide blood pool scan may have helped. Liver ultrasound would
have also confirmed a cyst. Twenty one observers found the scan normal
probably because of their lack of confidence in calling a superior surface
lesion.

45

RL

46

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA

NO; ID-36

Clinical history and reason for referral:

56 M; No record of palpation findings.
Investigations;
No record.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior and right lateral views

Scan findings;

Right lateral view shows two posteriorly placed space occupying lesions and a
third lesion is seen on the superior surface of right lobe.
Patchy
concentration of the radiocolloid is seen in both liver lobes.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions:
Scan abnormality present

++

±

26

18

+

—

final diagnosis|
Hepatoma

22

Comments ;

Lesions are not well delineated in anterior view as they are posteriorly
situated. A posterior view would have also shown these lesions. The lesions
were missed by 24 observers with less experience since the lesions are not
well delineated on anterior scan and lateral scans are more difficult to
interpret.
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RL

48

DIAGNOSIS: CHRONIC HEPATITIS

NO; ID-48

Clinical history and reason for referral;

42 M; Palpable hard liver
Investigations:
SCOT & SGPT - moderately abnormal

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views

Scan findings;

Scan shows minimal left lobe hypertrophy.
The concentration of the
radiopharmaceutical in left lobe is more than that in the right lobe. Splenic
concentration is normal.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Endoscopy
Individual scores for focal lesions;
I Scan abnormality present

- ±

T

-

final diagnosis|
Chronic
hepatitis

11 | 45

Comments:
12 observers noticed definite or probable focal lesions. 42 of 68 observers
noticed definite (24) or probable non-cirrhotic diffuse liver disease while 9
physicians diagnosed definite (2) or probable cirrhosis (7).

49

RL

50

DIAGNOSIS: CHRONIC HEPATITIS

NO; ID-52

Clinical history and reason for referral;

48 M; liver palpable, soft
Investigations ;
SCOT, SGPT - moderately elevated; LDH and total bilirubin slightly raised.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 9^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views

Scan findings:
Both the liver lobes are enlarged. There is a well-defined space occupying
lesion in the right lobe seen best in right lateral view. Spleen is normal
sized and has a normal uptake.

Marrow faintly visualised in posterior view.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

±
15

final diagnosis|
Chronic
hepatitis

| 13 | 3 | 36

Comments;

A large number of observers have missed the lesion probably because anterior
view only shows an ill defined area of reduced concentration and the lesion is
only delineated in lateral view.

28 observers noticed definite (12) or probable (16) non-cirrhotic diffuse
liver disease. It is possible that biopsy missed the lesion. In such a
situation other correlative studies like ultrasonography or C.T. scan would be
very useful.

Details of resection are not available.
regenerated liver is not scan.

Moreover

typical oval

shape of

51

u

RL

52

v

DIAGNOSIS: RESECTION OF LIVER

NO; ID-55

Clinical history and reason for referral;
68 M; Nil abnormal on palpation; H/o resection of liver.

Invest igat ions ;

Alkaline phosphatase very high; total bilirubin moderately elevated.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: "mTc-tin colloid.
views: Anterior and right lateral views

Scan findings;

Scan shows a deformed and hypertrophied left lobe. Two ill-defined large
areas of reduced radiocolloid uptake are seen. Lateral view shows one of them
to be supero-posterior and the other lesion is seen in the medial portion of
the hypertrophied left lobe. Good uptake is seen in spleen.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Scan studies were done 29 days after liver resection

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

-

15

4

45

final diagnosis|
Scan a
after
fter

liver resection

Comments ;
30 observers noticed either a definite (16) or a probable (14) cirrhotic
pattern while 17 observers felt the patient had either definite (4) or
probable (13) non-cirrhotic diffuse liver disease. Only 19 observers noticed
definite focal (4) or probable (15) focal lesions.

53

RL

54

DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS

NO: ID-73

Clinical history and reason for referral;
63 M; Liver not palpable.

Investigations;
SGOT-slightly raised; LDH and total bilirubin moderately elevated.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views

Scan findings;

Scan shows minimal uptake of radiocolloid by the liver. Avid concentration of
the radiopharmaceutical is seen in the normal sized spleen and by the bone
marrow. Both kidneys are also visualised.
Final diagnosis verified by:
Autopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:
Scan abnormality present

~

final diagnosis
Hepatic
cirrhosis

1
56

Comments;

Scan appearances are typical for advanced cirrhosis. 57 of 66 observers
called definite (52) or probable cirrhosis (5). Reduced uptake by the liver
which is also at times small/ along with avid concentration of the
radiocolloid by the spleen and bone marrow are typical of advanced cirrhosis
particularly of the alcoholic type.

55

RL

56

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA

NO; ID-77

Clinical history and reason for referral;
31 M; Enlarged soft liver.

Investigations;
SCOT and SGPT slightly raised; Alkaline phosphatase and
moderately elevated. Alpha-feto proteins negative.

total bilirubin

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^9mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views.

Scan findings;

Scan shows a very large space occupying lesion in the left lobe and a smaller
lesion at the border of right and left lobes. Splenic uptake is normal and
bone marrow is faintly visible in posterior view.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Angiography and surgery.
Individual scores for focal lesions:
Scan abnormality present

++

±

40

16

+

final diagnosis
Hepatoma

Comments;
Points of interest in this study are multifocal hepatoma in the absence of
cirrhosis and absence of alpha-feto proteins. None of the observers noticed a
cirrhotic pattern.
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DIAGNOSIS: HEPATIC CYST

NO; ID-80

Clinical history and reason for referral;
51 M; liver not palpable.

Investigations;
LDH and alkaline phosphatase slightly raised.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings;
Apart from areas of reduced concentration seen in the region of drainage of
superior hepatic veins and in the region of porta hepatis there is another ill
defined area of reduced concentration seen in the left lobe on the anterior
scan.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Angiography, C.T. scan and later at autopsy.
Individual scores for focal lesions:
Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis)

T

I

Hepatic
J_____I cyst
8 | 9 | 6 | 45 |

|
|

Comments;
The ill defined lesion in the left lobe is liable to be missed.
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DIAGNOSIS: HAEMENGIOMA LIVER

NO; ID-81

Clinical history and reason for referral:

42 F; Enlarged hard liver.

Investigations;
All liver function tests normal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 9^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views

Scan findings;
Massive liver enlargement with a huge space occupying lesion occupying most of
the right lobe.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Angiography and surgery.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Haemengioma
liver

61

Comments;
Static liver scan does not reveal the nature of the lesion.

Radionuclide

blood pool imaging with delayed images would have helped.
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62

DIAGNOSIS: LIVER METASTASES

NO; ID-82

Clinical history and reason for referral;
69 P; liver not palpable.

Investigations ;
All liver function tests were normal.
Liver Scan; Radiopharraaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views

Scan findings;

Scan shows the left lobe to be deformed with markedly reduced uptake in the
lower half portion. There is another doubtful area of reduced concentration
near the superior surface of right lobe near the right and left lobe border.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Autopsy.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

[ Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis)
I
Metastasis
in liver

59

Comments;

Multiple métastases were seen on autopsy performed three and a half months
later.

The scan, however, is suspicious for a lesion only in the left lobe.

An overhelming number of observers failed to appreciate reduced concentration
in a part of the left lobe.
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64

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA WITH CIRRHOSIS

NO; ID-85

Clinical history and reason for referral;
69 M; liver not palpable.

Invest igat ions ;
Liver function tests normal; Alpha-feto proteins negative.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: with^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
views

Scan findings;

Scan shows an enlarged liver with a very large space occupying lesion in the
right lobe. The lesion is best seen in posterior and right lateral views.
Moderate uptake is seen in the spleen and bone marrow is not visualised.

Final diagnosis verified by;
CT scan, angiography and later at surgery.
present.

Cirrhosis was reported to be

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis I
Hepatoma
with cirrhosis

54

Comments;
Alpha-feto proteins are absent and inspite of definite evidence of cirrhosis
there is no scan evidence of cirrhosis. Ten observers thought scans were
normal (8) or probably normal (2) possibly because the lesion is seen only as
a deep indentation in the inferior surface on anterior scan. However, lateral
and posterior views clearly show a very large space occupying lesion. None of
the observers considered cirrhosis.
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DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS

NO; ID-100

Clinical history and reason for referral;
64 M; liver not palpable.

Investigations;
SCOT, SGPT and total bilirubin slightly elevated.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used;
views; Anterior view, posterior views
(separately for liver & spleen) and
right lateral view.

Scan findings;

Scan shows left lobe hypertrophy with good concentration of radiocolloid in
the spleen. Bone marrow is faintly visualised.
Final diagnosis verified by;

Surgery and later at autopsy.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

±
3

+

I

1

final diagnosis|
Hepatic
cirrhosis

I

60

Comments;
Left lobe hypertrophy with good concentration of radiocolloid in spleen and
faint uptake in the marrow should raise the suspicion of cirrhosis.
26

observers either thought cirrhosis was definitely present (14) or probably
present (12); 23 observers felt non-cirrhotic diffuse disease was definitely
present (11) or probably present (12).
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DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA WITH CIRRHOSIS

NO; ID-102

Clinical history and reason for referral;
44 M; Palpable hard liver.

Investigations;
SCOT, SGPT, LDH and alkaline phosphatase and total bilirubin slightly raised.
Alpha-feto proteins moderately raised.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings;

Scan shows an enlarged liver with a large space occupying lesion in left
lobe. Another smaller round area of reduced uptake is seen in the region of
gall bladder. Bone marrow is seen. Posterior view shows a well-defined round
area of radiopharmaceutical concentration on the left side, which is well
below the normal position of the spleen and too lateral for the left kidney.

Final diagnosis verified by;
C.T. scan and surgery.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

++

±

T

-

final diagnosis|
Hepatoma with
cirrhosis probably present

53

Comments;
Some observers failed to see the obvious lesion in the left lobe. However, 60
of 67 observers diagnosed definite cirrhosis (53) or probable cirrhosis (7).
No clue about the identity of the round area of concentration seen on the left
side is available from the records.
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER SCAN

NO; ID-7

Clinical history and reason for referral;

50 M; Liver palpable, soft.
Investigations;

Liver function tests normal.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral.

Scan findings;

There is an ill-defined area of reduced uptake in the region of the drainage
of superior hepatic veins; the gall bladder fossa is also wider and deeper
than normal. Overall impression is that of a normal liver scan.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Endoscopy and biopsy.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis!
I

Normal liver

1
62

Comments;

An exaggerated gall bladder fossa is a normal variation and similarly slightly
reduced uptake in the region of drainage of superior hepatic veins on the
superior surface is normal.
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER

NO; ID-25

Clinical history and reason for referral;
45 M; Liver not palpable.

Investigations ;

SCOT and SGPT slightly elevated, other liver function tests normal.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral.

Scan findings;

Liver is normal in shape, size and position. The distribution of radiocolloid
in the two lobes is uniform. No space occupying lesion is seen.

Final diagnosis verified by:
Clinical course.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis)
Normal liver
I

62

Comments ;
Concentration of the radiocolloid in the left lobe is less than the right lobe
which is because left lobe is smaller and thinner. Less uptake in the left
lobe should not be considered abnormal.
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER

NO; ID-44

Clinical history and reason for referral;
35 F; Liver not palpable.
Invest igat ions :
Alkaline phosphatase slightly raised, other liver function tests normal.
Liver Scan: Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, right lateral and
anterior view for left lobe (darker
picture).

Scan findings:
Liver is normal in shape, size and position. Diminished uptake is seen in the
region of interlobar fissure. Overall impression is of a normal liver scan.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical course.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

I

+

13 | 17

final diagnosis
Normal liver

+

31

Comments:
Diminished uptake in the region of hilum and along the interlobar fissure is
normal and should not be mistaken for space occupying lesion.
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER

NO; ID-63

Clinical history and reason for referral:
63 M; Liver not palpable.

Investigations;
Liver function tests normal.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and
right lateral.

Scan findings:
Liver is normal in shape, size and position. Reduced uptake is seen in the
region of interlobar fissure. Overall impression is of a normal liver scan.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Endoscopy and surgery.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

++

±

+

final diagnosis)
Normal liver

67

Comments ;
One observer was not confident in calling the scan normal unequivocally
probably because he considered the reduced uptake along the interlobar fissure
to be abnormal.
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER

NO; ID-72

Clinical history and reason for referral;
35 M; Liver not palpable.
Investigations;
LDH slightly raised, other liver function tests normal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and
right lateral.

Scan findings;

Liver is normal in shape, size and position.
Concentration
radiocolloid is uniform and no space occupying lesion is seen.

of

the

Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions;

Scan abnormality present

I 1

l

l

final diagnosis!
Normal liver

65

Comments :
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER

NO; ID-79

Clinical history and reason for referral:

55 M; Liver not palpable.

Investigations;
Liver function tests normal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and
right lateral.

Scan findings;

Liver is normal in shape, size and position. Interlobar fissure is well
visualised. A band of reduced concentration is seen to extend from the
interlobar fissure to the right and left lobes (best seen on the anterior
scan). Oveiall impression is of a normal liver scan.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Normal liver

Comments ;

There is no satisfactory explanation for the band of reduced concentration
going across the interlobar fissure.
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER

NO; ID-83

Clinical history and reason for referral;
60 F; Liver not palpable.

Investigations;
Liver function tests normal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used; ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior and
right lateral.

Scan findings;
Liver is normal in shape, size and position. Ill defined area of reduced
concentration in the region of liver hilum. Overall impression is of normal
liver scan.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

±

final diagnosis
Normal liver

+
60

Comments;

Five observers detected space occupying lesions probably calling the
diminished concentration normally scan in the region of porta hepatis as a
lesion.
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER

NO; ID-88

Clinical history and reason for referral;
41 F; Liver not palpable.
Investigations;
Liver function tests normal.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 9^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior, posterior, right
lateral and posterior view for spleen.

Scan findings;
Minimal left lobe hypertrophy. No space occupying lesion is seen.
impression is of normal liver scan.

Overall

Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery and clinical course.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Normal liver
scan

61

Comments ;

Five observers noticed a definite (3) or probable cirrhosis (2) and seven
observers diagnosed non-cirrhotic diffuse liver disease definitely (2) or
probably present (5). The reason for making the diagnosis was probably the
minimal left lobe hypertrophy seen.

85

86

DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL

NO; ID-V-4

Clinical history and reason for referral;

46 M; Liver not palpable. Fever off and on, amoebic dysentry treated with
Emetin in the past one year. At the time of scan clinically normal
Investigations;

Liver function tests normal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior

Scan findings;

Anterior scan taken on a rectilinear scanner.
radiocolloid in left lobe is less than the right lobe.

Concentration

of

the

Scan appears to be normal.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical examination

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

±

+

final diagnosis
Normal

32

Comments;
In addition to anterior view, a right lateral view is advisable to ensure that
a deep seated lesion is not missed.
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88

DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS

NO; ID-V-5

Clinical history and reason for referral;

46 F; Splenomegaly/ tenderness over liver, ascites present.

Investigations;
SCOT and SGPT normal; slightly elevated total bilirubin.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid.
views: Anterior

Scan findings;

Anterior scan on the rectilinear scanner shows a small sized liver with
massive splenic enlargement. No space occupying lesion is seen.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical course
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

_

final diagnosis)
Cirrhosis

24

Comments ;
A posterior scan might have shown concentration of the radiocolloid in spinal
marrow and would have helped more observers to diagnose cirrhosis of liver.
32 of 35 observers diagnosed definite (24) or probable cirrhosis (8) on the
basis of small liver and enalrged spleen.

89

90

DIAGNOSIS: LIVER MALIGNANCY

NO; ID-V-17

Clinical history and reason for referral:

45 M; Enlarged tender liver, fever.
Investigations;

Not available.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used;
views: Anterior

Scan findings;
Anterior scan shows a very large space occupying lesion in the right lobe
extending into the left lobe and involving the entire length of the right lobe
superiorly and interiorly.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Endoscopy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

| Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Malignancy of
liver

28

Comments:

91
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92

DIAGNOSIS: LIVER ABSCESS

NO: ID-V-18

Clinical history and reason for referral;
60 M; Low grade fever
Enlarged tender liver.

in afternoons, loss of appetite,

loss of

weight,

Investigations;
Not available.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: "mTc-phytate.
views: Anterior

Scan findings:
A very large space occupying lesion is seen in the right lobe with irregular
and illdefined margins; a lesion at the interlobar junction continous with the
large right lobe lesion is also seen.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Aspiration
Individual scores for focal lesions;

Scan abnormality present

++

+

+

final diagnosis|
Amoebic
abscesses

19

Comments ;
A sizable number of observers have failed to see the large lesions probably
because of their inexperience in interpreting rectilinear colour scans.

93

94

DIAGNOSIS: SEPTICAEMIA

NO; ID-V-20

Clinical history and reason for referral;
35 M; fluctuating high fever, slight jaundice, cachexia, high coloured urine,
liver and spleen enlargement.
Investigations ;
Slightly elevated SGPT; very high total bilirubin.

Blood culture - E. Coli.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: "mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior

Scan findings;
Hepatosplenomegaly with multiple space occupying lesions in both lobes of the
liver.

Final diagnosis verified by:

Blood culture and clinical course
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Pyogenic

abscesses liver
10

5

7

14

Comments :
Largely because of inexperience with colour scans a large number of observers
did not realise that abrupt change of colours in the liver are indicative of
multiple space occupying lesions.
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DIAGNOSIS: METS. LIVER

NO; ID-1

Clinical history and reason for referral;

58 F; known left renal malignancy with pulmonary métastases.
Investigations;
Liver function tests normal

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^9mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings;

A focal area of reduced concentration is seen in the right lobe near the
inferior surface. Anterior view appears normal. Right lateral view also
shows a smooth posterior surface.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Liver ultrasonography

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

±

12

10

+

-

final diagnosis
Liver
métastases

13

Comments ;
The lesion was probably missed by a sizable number of observers since the
lesion is seen in posterior view only.
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DIAGNOSIS: CYSTS IN LIVER

NO; ID-6

Clinical history and reason for referral;
63 F; Liver not palpable.

H/o A.P resection for adenocarcinoma of anal canal.

Invest igat ions ;
Slightly elevated total bilirubin
CEA-1.6 mg/L (1-3.5)

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings;
Anterior and posterior views show two discrete scooped out
superior surface of right lobe.

areas

in the

Final diagnosis verified by;
Liver ultrasonography.

Suggestion of polycystic disease

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

±

+

_

final diagnosis
Cysts in

liver

18

Comments :
Static liver scans do not help in knowing the nature of the lesions. In view
of the history, métastases in the liver would be most likely. However,
ultrasonography was suggestive of polycystic disease of the liver.
The
scooped out lesions in the subdiaphragmatic region of right lobe were missed
by a sizable number probably because they failed to appreciate the irregular
scooped out superior margin.
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DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA

NO; ID-9

Clinical history and reason for referral;
62 M; Liver not palpable.

Investigations ;
SCOT and Alpha-feto proteins very high, SGPT moderately
phosphatase and total bilirubin mildly elevated.

raised; alkaline

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings;

Multiple, large and coalesced space occupying lesions are seen in both liver
lobes. Spleen is normal. Bone marrow is not viualised.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Liver ultrasonography, markedly raised Alpha-feto protein levels,
died of hapatic encephelopathy two months after scan.

Patient

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

_

final diagnosis|
Hepatoma

38

Comments ;

Multiple space occupying lesions in liver with markedly elevated alpha-feto
proteins.
No scan evidence of cirrhosis is seen.
However, 26 of the
observers found cirrhosis (16) and probable cirrhosis (10).
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DIAGNOSIS: LIVER CYST SINGLE

NO; ID-12

Clinical history and reason for referral;
69 M; Palpable liver.

Investigations;
Very high LDH; moderately raised SCOT, SGPT and alkaline phosphatase, slightly
raised total bilirubin.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 99mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings;

A well defined scooped out lesion is seen in the superior surface at the
junction of right and left lobes. Posterior and right lateral views appear
normal.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Liver ultrasonography.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

—

final diagnosis|
Solitary
cyst in liver

21

Comments;
A solitary space occupying lesion in the liver which was revealed to be cyst
on ultrasound examination. The lesion can only be suspected on the anterior
view. It is not seen in the right lateral view since the lesion is too medial
and is not seen in posterior view as the left lobe is not visualised. The
scooped out area is a little too deep to be caused by the draining superior
hepatic veins.
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DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA

NO; ID-13

Clinical history and reason for referral;

51 M; Enlarged hard liver.
Investigations ;

Very high alkaline phosphatase and total bilirubin;
alpha-feto proteins and slightly raised SCOT and SGPT.

moderately

elevated

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^9mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings;
A large space occupying lesion extending to the superior surface of the right
lobe is seen. Spleen shows good concentration of the radiocolloid and spinal
marrow is seen in posterior view.

Final diagnosis verified by:
CT scan and Angiogram.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

37

+

+

++

I

1

I

0

final diagnosis
Hepatoma

—

I

1

I

Comments;
Scan appearances suggestive of cirrhosis with a large right lobe lesion;
probably a hepatoma in view of elevated alpha feto proteins.
Only 15

observers found
cirrhosis (7).

evidence

of

either

definite

cirrhosis

(8)

or

probable
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106

DIAGNOSIS: RENAL TUMOUR METS. IN LIVER

NO: ID-17

Clinical history and reason for referral;

68 M; palpable liver.
1985.

History of right nephrectomy for a renal carcinoma in

Investigations;

Not available.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^"Upc-sulphur
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings;
A very large space occupying lesion with irregular outline is seen involving
almost the entire right liver lobe.
Scan appearances compatible with

extensive liver métastases.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Ult rasonography.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis I
Liver
métastases

37

Comments:
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DIAGNOSIS: LIVER METS: STOMACH

NO; ID-21

Clinical history and reason for referral;
61 M; Confirmed diagnosis of adeno-carcinoma of stomach. Liver not palpable.

Investigations;
Moderately elevated SCOT and very high alkaline phosphatase

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings;
One very large lesion in right lobe with multiple smaller lesions in both
liver lobes are seen. Liver is enlarged.

Final diagnosis verified by;
CT scan and biopsy.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
±

-

final diagnosis
Liver
métastases

39

Comments;
Large well-defined métastases in the liver are usually from an adeno-carcinoma
of the G.I. tract.
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DIAGNOSIS: LIVER METS. - NASOPHARYNGEAL CARCINOMA

NO; ID-24

Clinical history and reason for referral;

78 M; Patient with naso-pharyngeal carcinoma. Enlarged hard liver.

Investigations;

Total bilirubin slightly elevated, moderately high SGPT and markedly elevated
SCOT and alkaline phosphatase.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^9mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral views

Scan findings:

Multiple, large, scattered and well defined space occupying lesions are seen
in both lobes of the liver.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Ultrasound and clinical course. Patient died one month after scan study

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

37

|1 |0 |1

final diagnosis|
Liver
métastases
|

Comments ;

Further confirmation that the lesions were metastatic
ultrasonography which showed them to be solid.

was

obtained

from
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DIAGNOSIS: CARDIAC CIRRHOSIS

NO: ID-F-1

Clinical history and reason for referral;

39 P; Known to have rheumatic heart disease with mitral stenosis and tricuspid
régurgitation. For several months before scan, shortness of breath, abdominal
enlargement, and jaundice. Liver palpable.
Investigations :

Moderately elevated SCOT and SGPT; LDH and total bilirubin markedly elevated.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: °°mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right
lateral, RAO, LAO, RPO, and LPO
Scan findings;

Slightly patchy concentration of the radiocolloid is seen in the liver. There
is a band of separation between the superior surface of the liver and cardiac
blood pool activity. Liver is also displaced downwards. Spleen is normal
sized and spinal marrow is faintly seen.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical course.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

±

+

_

final diagnosis|
Cardiac
cirrhosis

16

Comments ;
Presence of ascitic fluid should be suspected in view of the separation
between liver and cardiac blood pool activity and downward displacement of
liver.
Patchy concentration in the liver could be due to congestion in the liver
secondary to cardiac failure. Cirrhotic pattern was definitely seen by one
and suspected by seven observers.
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RAO

DIAGNOSIS: AMOEBIC ABSCESS

NO: ID-F-2

Clinical history and reason for referral:
57 M; History of pain in right hypochondrium, fever off and on, intermittent
bloody, mucoid diarrohea for one month. Liver palpable.
Investigations:
Normal SCOT, SGPT
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral,
RAP, LAO, RPO and LPO.

Scan findings;
Two large space occupying lesions are seen in the right lobe which are best
visualised in right lateral and right anterior oblique views; anterior and
posterior views show illdefined areas of reduced concentration near the
lateral border.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Ultrasound, needle aspiration biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

±

++
I

30

I

+

_

final diagnosis|
Amoebic

abscesses

2

Comment s ;
In this instance, importance of obtaining additional anterior and posterior
oblique views is brought out.
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LAO

DIAGNOSIS: AMOEBIC ABSCESS LIVER (LEFT LOBE)

NO: ID-F-3

Clinical history and reason for referral:
64 M; History of fever off and on for one month with epigastric pain and
bloody mucoid diarrohea.

Investigations;
Slightly elevated SCOT, SGPT and alkaline phosphatase
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: °°mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral,
RAO, LAO, RPO and LPO.

Scan findings;
A large space occupying lesion is seen in the left lobe of the liver. The
lesion is best appreciated in the posterior and left posterior oblique views.
Anterior view shows an indentation medially and superiorly; right lateral view
shows diminished uptake anteriorly.

Final diagnosis verified by:

Aspiration biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

11

9

3

final diagnosis|
Amoebic abscess
in left lobe

10

Comments;

Importance of obtaining multiple views is well brought out. Amoebic abscesses
in left lobe are relatively rare. Posterior and LPO views clearly show the
inferior border of the large lesion.
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RAO

DIAGNOSIS: LEFT LOBE HEPATOMA

NO: ID-F-4

Clinical history and reason for referral:

62 M; Anorexia, loss of weight and pain in epigastrium for 2 months.
enlarged and hard.

Liver

Investigations;
Moderately elevated LDH
proteins not done.

and total bilirubin, very high SGPT.

Alpha-feto

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral,
RAO, LAO, RPO and LPO.

Scan findings:
A large space occupying lesion is seen in the left lobe of the liver. The
lesion is best delineated in the anterior and RAO views. It is also seen in
the posterior view.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

++

+

22

| 6
I

+

I

_

final diagnosis)
Hepatoma
left lobe

2

Comments;

The margins of the large left lobe lesion can be delineated in the anterior
and RAO views.
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A (before)

A (after)

R L (before)

RL (after)

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATIC ABSCESS

NO: ID-F-6

Clinical history and reason for referral;
27 M; History of fever and pain in right hypochondrium.

Invest igat ions ;

Total bilirubin normal.

Results of other liver function tests not available.

Liver Scan: Radiopharmaceutical used: 99mTc-phytate
views: Anterior and right lateral views,
before and after surgical drainage.

Scan findings;

A very large space occupying lesion is seen in the right lobe of the liver.
After surgical drainage there is marked regression in the size of abscess.
Only the post-drainage right lateral view shows some indentation in the
inferior border.

Final diagnosis verified by:
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

32

l

0

final diagnosis!
Hepatic
abscess

0

Comments;

Follow-up liver scans are very useful and are commonly performed to assess the
response to treatment. Residual lesions are frequently seen even months after
the patient has clinically and by other critarea recovered and should not be
mistaken for an active abscess.
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122

RAO

DIAGNOSIS: TUBERCULOMA OF LIVER

NO: ID-F-8

Clinical history and reason for referral;
34 M; History of pulmonary tuberculosis.
hypochondrium for one month.

Fever off and on and pain in right

Invest igat ions :
Moderately elevated SCOT and SGPT.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral
and RPO.

Scan findings;

Two well defined space occupying lesions are seen on the supero-lateral and
lateral surface of the right lobe. Liver shape is irregular and there is
marked splenic enlargement.

Final diagnosis verified by:
Liver biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

-

15

13

1

6

final diagnosis
Tuberculoma
of liver

Comments;

The configuration of the liver is very peculiar. Right lobe is large and
oval. Left lobe is small and not well defined. The lesions in the right lobe
are seen as indentations in the lateral and supero-lateral surface.
In patients with subacute or chronic generalised tuberculosis, particularly in
children, numerous caseous tubercles of varying sizes may be found in the
liver but extensive abscess formation is uncommon.
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DIAGNOSIS: LIVER ABSCESS IN A PATIENT WITH SCHISTOSOMIASIS

NO; ID-F-10

Clinical history and reason for referral;

40 M; Abdominal discomfort and gradually enlarging epigastric mass.

Investigations ;
Liver function tests normal

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral
and RAO.

Scan findings;

A very deep indentation is seen along the free edge of hypertrophied left
lobe. Right lobe is normal sized.

Final diagnosis verified by:
Exploratory lapratomy with open drainage of abscess.
(Schistosomiasis)

Histopathology: Abscess

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++
15

+

final diagnosis

Abscess in a
patient with
schistosomiasis

+
12

I

Comments;

Indentation along the free edge of the liver can either be due to a
extrahepatic mass or it could be due to an intrinsic liver lesion. However,
in this patient there is an associated left lobe hypertrophy which strongly
favours a left lobe lesion. Liver abscess due to schistosomiasis is rare but
an amoebic abscess or pyaemic abscess in a patient with schistosomiasis is
more frequently encountered.
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DIAGNOSIS: SPACE OCCUPYING LESION LEFT LOBE (Abscess)

NO: ID-F-12

Clinical history and reason for referral;

52 M; Anorexia, fever off and on with epigastric pain for one week.
palpable.

Liver

Investigations;
Mildly elevated SCOT, SGPT and total bilirubin
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 9^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral
and RAO.

Scan findings;

Liver is enlarged. A deep indentation is seen along the free edge of the left
lobe and adjacent right lobe. Another smaller area of reduced concentration
is seen in the lateral border of right lobe.

Final diagnosis verified by:
Ultrasonography of liver

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis!
Left lobe
lesion
(Abscess)

16

Comments ;

The indentation in the inferior surface of left lobe may be either due to an
extra hepatic mass or due to an intrinsic liver lesion. Clinical history,
palpation and ultrasonography revealed it to be a left lobe lesion, probably
an amoebic abscess. A large number of observers probably called it normal
thinking that the indentation and deformity are due to an extra hepatic mass.
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DIAGNOSIS: TUBERCULOMA LIVER (Multiple)

NO: ID-F-13

Clinical history and reason for referral:

48 F; Patient with moderately advanced pulmonary tuberculosis complained of
abdominal fullness for one week before scan.
Investigations;
SCOT and SGPT moderately elevated

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, and right lateral

Scan findings;
Multiple lesions are seen in the left lobe and adjacent right lobe. The
distribution of the radiopharmaceutical in rest of the right lobe is uneven.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy and clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

±

+

final diagnosis

Tuberculoma
liver
(Multiple)

18

Comments;
The liver is grossly deformed with focal lesions in right lobe,
also shows a large left lobe lesion.

Anterior view
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DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOSPLENOMEGALY (C.C.F.)

NO: ID-F-16

Clinical history and reason for referral;
25 F; Patient with atrial septal defect, mitral régurgitation and congestive
cardiac failure complained of tiredness and breathlessness on exertion. Liver
palpable.

Investigations;
Moderately elevated LDH and total bilirubin
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 9i3mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral,
RAO, LAO, RPO, LPO

Scan findings;
Liver is enlarged and shows a very non-homogenous distribution of the
radiopharmaceutical. Most of the liver is seen to be displaced below the
costal margin. Spleen is bulky and spinal marrow is visualised.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Autopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

-

final diagnosis|
Congestive
hepatosplenomegaly

22

Comments;
Enlarged liver with uneven distribution of the radiocolloid is suggestive of a
congestive hepatomegaly.
Fourteen of 39 observers discerned definite
cirrhosis (6) or probable cirrhosis (8).
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LAO

DIAGNOSIS: LIVER CYST

NO; ID-F-19

Clinical history and reason for referral:
66 F; Liver not palpable.

Investigations:
SCOT and total bilirubin normal

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral,
RAO, LAO, RPO, and LPO

Scan findings;

A space occupying lesion is seen in the left lobe. Concentration of the
radiocolloid in rest of the liver is normal. The lesion is best seen in the
right and left anterior oblique views.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Ultrasound and surgery.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

+

T

_

final diagnosis|
Liver cyst

15

Comments;

The lesion has been missed by 21 of 33 observers as it is not very well seen
in the anterior view.
However, both anterior oblique views show good
delineation of the lesion.
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LAO

DIAGNOSIS: PORTAL CIRRHOSIS WITH FATTY DEGENERATION

NO; ID-F-20

Clinical history and reason for referral;

51 M; Chronic alcoholic gave history of frequent epistaxis for 1 year
Investigations ;

Moderately raised SGPT and very high SCOT and total bilirubin
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral,
RAO, LAO, RPO, and LPO

Scan findings;

Liver
is
enlarged
and
shows
very
patchy
distribution
of
the
radiopharmaceutical.
The spleen, though normal sized, concentrates the
radiocolloid better than the liver. Spinal marrow is faintly seen in the
posterior view. LAO view shows a wide and prominent halo around the cardiac
vascular pool.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Clinical course.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis I
Portal
cirrhosis

16

Comments:

Apart from portal cirrhosis, the halo around the cardiac blood pool raises the
suspicion of pericardial effusion.
Increased splenic uptake, marrow
visualisation and patchy uptake in an enlarged liver are indicative of
cirrhosis. Thirteen of 33 observers found definite cirrhosis (5) or probable
cirrhosis (8).
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LAO

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA

NO; ID-F-22

Clinical history and reason for referral:

63 M; Englarged hard liver
Investigations ;
Mildly elevated total bilirubin, moderately elevated alkaline phosphatase and
very high SGPT. Alpha-feto proteins not done.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral,
RAP,

LAO, RPO, and LPO

Scan findings;

A space occupying lesion in the right lobe near the inferior surface which is
seen as an indentation in the anterior, right lateral and right anterior
oblique views and as a rather extensive lesion in the left posterior oblique
view.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

-

final diagnosis
Hepatoma

10

Comments ;

Most probably the reason for calling the scan normal or probably normal by a
large number of observers is their failure to appreciate the lesion in the
less frequently obtained oblique views.
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DIAGNOSIS: METASTASES IN LIVER (well differentiated adenocarcinoraa)
NO; ID-F-26

Clinical history and reason for referral;
60 F; Englarged hard liver
Investigations;
SCOT, SGPT and total
moderately elevated.

bilirubin

mildly

elevated.

Alkaline

phosphatase

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used:
views: Anterior and posterior views

Scan findings;
Scan done on a rectilinear scanner.
There is a very large lesion seen in the right lobe with patchy
concentration. Left lobe is enlarged, deformed and shows increased uptake.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Open liver biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

++

+

6

3

3

final diagnosis
Multiple métastases in liver
1 (adenocarcinoma)
| 17 |
1
1
1

Comments;
Most observers called the scan normal probably because of their
experience with rectilinear scans.

lack

of

139
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DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS LIVER WITH HEPATOMA

NO: ID-T-6

Clinical history and reason for referral;

53 M; Englarged,

hard liver with ascites.

Patient presented with weakness

and weight loss.
Investigations;
Slightly

raised

bilirubin and moderately

elevated

SCOT, SGPT and alkaline

phosphatase.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^9mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior and right

lateral
Scan findings;

Large space occupying lesions are seen in the right lobe and at the junction
of right and left lobes. There is left lobe hypertrophy. Spleen is slightly
enlarged and has a better uptake of the radiocolloid than the liver.
marrow in ribs and spine is visualised.

Bone

Final diagnosis verified by;
Ultrasound and clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis I
Cirrhosis
with carcinoma |

liver
I

|

17 | 7 | 0 | 10

Comments;

It is not possible to
cirrhosis and multifocal
revealed that 29 of the
(27) or probable presence

differentiate between pseudotumours associated with
hepatoma from the scans. Further computer analysis
34 observers who read the scans diagnosed presence
(2) of cirrhosis.
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DIAGNOSIS: NON-HODGKINS LYMPHOMA WITH MULTIPLE SPACE OCCUPYING
LESIONS IN SPLEEN

NO: ID-T-7

Clinical history and reason for referral;

73 F; Pain and tenderness left hypochondrium, low grade fever, generalised
lymphadenopathy. Spleen enlarged/ liver not palpable.
Investigations;
Lymph node biopsy: Non-Hodgkins
phosphatase moderately raised.

lymphoma

(lymphocytic

type).

Alkaline

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior and posterior.
Lighter pictures for liver and
darker pictures for spleen
Scan findings;

The distribution of the radiocolloid in the liver is patchy. The superior
surface of liver is high domed because of elevated right diaphragm. Spleen is
very large and has multiple large space occupying lesions.

Final diagnosis verified by:
Ultrasound; node biopsy and clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

_

+

final diagnosis|
Multiple
lesions in

___| spleen,Lymphoma|
18 | deposits,multi-|
____| pie infarats
|
Comments;

The shape of the liver is one of the normal variations but the patchy
distribution of radiocolloid could be due to liver involvement.
The spleen is massive with multiple lesions.
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DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS WITH HEPATOMA

NO; ID-T-13

Clinical history and reason for referral;
73 M; H/o weight loss, progressive weakness, enlargement of abdomen for 3
months. Liver enlarged and hard.

Investigations;
Moderately elevated
phosphatase.

SCOT, SGPT and

total

bilirubin.

Very

high alkaline

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used; ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior and posterior, and right
lateral
Scan findings;

A large posteriorly placed lesion with smaller satellite lesions is seen in
the right lobe. There is considerable left lobe hypertrophy. Bone marrow is
seen. Spleen is normal sized.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Ultrasound and clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|

Cirrhosis
with hepatoma
29

Comments;
Only 14 of the 34 observers diagnosed definite cirrhosis or probable cirrhosis
from this scan although all but one picked up the space occupying lesion.
Moderate degree of cirrhosis should be considered in view of left lobe
hypertrophy and visualisation of marrow.
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DIAGNOSIS: AMOEBIC ABSCESS

NO: ID-T-15

Clinical history and reason for referral;
54 M; Pain and tenderness in right hypochondrium with fever and rigor for four
days. Liver enlarged and soft.

Invest igat ions ;
Mildly elevated alkaline phosphatase.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used:
views: Anterior and posterior, and right
lateral
Scan findings;
A very large space occupying lesion is seen in the right lobe. Lesion is very
well delineated on posterior and right lateral views while the anterior scan
only shows reduced concentration in the upper part of the right lobe.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Ultrasound and aspiration of pus from the abscess.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis!
Amoebic

32

liver abscess

_ _
|1 I0

_
|1 |

I

I

I

i
|

I_____________I

Comments;
As the abscess is posteriorly located, it is not well delineated on anterior
view.
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DIAGNOSIS: LIVER METASTASES

NO: ID-T-17

Clinical history and reason for referral;

41 F; Operated for carcinoma of right breast two years earlier followed by
chemotherapy.
Investigations;
Not available
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^9mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, and right
lateral
Scan findings;

Enlarged distorted liver with multiple scattered lesions in both lobes,

Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
I

I

final diagnosis|
Liver
métastases

I

32

Comments:
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DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS WITH HEPATOMA

NO: ID-T-18

Clinical history and reason for referral;
52 M; Chronic alcoholic. Two months history of weight loss, pain in right
hypochondrium. Liver enlarged, hard.

Investigations ;
Moderately raised alkaline phosphatase

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^""Tc-sulphur
views: Anterior, posterior, and right
lateral
Scan findings;

Liver is enlarged and has a large space occupying lesion in the lower one
third portion of right lobe.
Spleen is normal sized and bone marrow is not seen.

Final diagnosis verified by:
Ultrasound, angiography and later by surgery.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

19

5

I
I
I
1

+

-

3

7

final diagnosis
Cirrhosis with

hepatoma

Comments;
No scan evidence of cirrhosis seen. A large right lobe lesion is seen. The
space occupying lesion was missed by some because they may have thought that
the deep indentation was more apparent than real because of hypertrophied left
lobe. Only one of the 34 observers felt cirrhosis was probably present.
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DIAGNOSIS: NORMAL LIVER

NO; ID-T-19

Clinical history and reason for referral;

19 P; Car accident.

Liver not palpable.

Investigations ;

Liver function tests normal

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, and right
lateral
Scan findings;
Liver is normal in shape, size and position.

No space occupying lesion is

seen.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

0

final diagnosis|
Normal liver
scan

| 32

Comment s :
Reduced concentration along the interlobar fissure was probably misinterpreted
as a lesion by two observers.
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DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS

NO; ID-S-4

Clinical history and reason for referral;
Liver palpable

Investigations;
70 M; moderately raised total bilirubin.

Alpha-feto proteins negative.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used; 9^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior, and right
lateral
Scan findings;

Both lobes of the liver are enlarged,
Spleen is also enlarged.
The
radiocolloid uptake by the spleen is more than that in the liver. Spinal
marrow is visualized.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality
I
I
_
I ++
I +
+
I
I
I
I
I

present final diagnosis|
I
I Cirrhosis
I
I I
I
I
I
I

0 | 0 | 2 | 37 |
I
I
I
I
I______________I

Comments;
Appearances are typical for cirrhosis of liver. The uptake of ^^mTc-sulphur
colloid in the spleen is more than that with 99m-Tc-phytate. 34 of 39
observers correctly called definite cirrhosis (28) or probable cirrhosis (4).
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DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS WITH ? PSEUDOTUMOUR ? HEPATOMA

NO: ID-S-9

Clinical history and reason for referral;
55 M; chronic alcoholic

Investigations;

SGPT and alkaline phosphatase normal. Alpha-feto proteins absent.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior view
Scan findings:
There is marked liver and spleen enlargement.

Caudate lobe of the liver is

hyptertrophied and there is a large space occupying lesion in right lobe.

Bone marrow is visualised.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis!
Cirrhosis
with a space

occupying
| 16 | 10 | 1 | 12 | lesion

I

I_________I

|

I_____________I

Comments;

Cirrhosis with hypertrophy of caudate lobe of liver and ? pseudotumour ?
hepatoma. The number of observers calling cirrhosis and probable cirrhosis is
the same as those calling a lesion.
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DIAGNOSIS: METASTASES LIVER: PANCREAS

NO; ID-S-12

Clinical history and reason for referral;
35 F; Patient with carcinoma of Pancreas

Investigations;

Slightly raised alkaline phosphatase
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^'"re-Sulphur conoia
views: Anterior view, posterior and right
lateral
Scan findings;

Both lobes of the liver are enlarged.
lesions are seen in both liver lobes.

Multiple,

scattered,

ill-defined

Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

24

± I +
I
I
| 8 | 0 | 7
!_________I

final diagnosis|
Métastases
liver

Comments;
The seven observers calling the scans negative were unable to appreciate the
multiple ill defined lesions seen in all three views.
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DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS (alcoholic)

NO; ID-S-15

Clinical history and reason for referral;

50 M; Chronic alcoholic enlarged, soft liver
Invest igat ions ;
Slightly raised alkaline phosphatase
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral
Scan findings:

Liver and spleen are enlarged. Concentration of radiocolloid in the spleen is
more than that in the liver. Spinal marrow is faintly visualised. Anterior
view also shows some uptake by reticulo-endothelial cells of the lungs.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Cirrhosis
(alcoholic)

33

Comments;

Enlarged liver and spleen with an increase in the spleen to liver ratio of
radiocolloid uptake along with uptake by the bone marrow suggests cirrhosis.
Fifteen of the 39 observers diagnosed definite (9) or probable cirrhosis (6).
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DIAGNOSIS: METASTASES (Cancer Breast)

NO; ID-S-16

Clinical history and reason for referral;

51 F; known case of carcinoma breast.

Enlarged, soft liver

Investigations;

Not available
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral
Scan findings;

There are at least two ill defined space occupying lesions in the right lobe
seen better in anterior and right lateral views.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions;

I Scan abnormality present

11

final diagnosis)
liver
métastases

| 8 | 1 | 11 |

Comments;
Lesions are subtle and ill defined and were therefore missed by as many as 12
observers. There are occassions when scan appearances are not conlusive for a
space occupying lesions. In such situations another non-invasive procedure
like ultrasonography could be useful before resorting to surgery.
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DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA (multiple)

NO; ID-S-17

Clinical history and reason for referral;
55 M; palpable liver

Investigations;
Alkaline phosphatase moderately raised.

SGPT and total bilirubin very high.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used; ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral
Scan findings:

Liver is markedly enlarged.
Both lobes show widely scattered multiple
lesions. Spleen does not appear to be enlarged and marrow is faintly seen in
the posterior view.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality jaresent

21

1
| 6
1

T
0

final diagnosis |
Hepatoma
1
(multiple)
|
1

4

1

Comments;

Hepatomas are usually single but multifocal hepatomas are not infrequent.
This patient had a multifocal hepatoma with lesions widely scattered in both
lobes of the liver.
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DIAGNOSIS: VIRAL HEPATITIS

NO; ID-S-24

Clinical history and reason for referral;
34 M; palpable, soft liver

Investigations;
SGPT and total bilirubin very high
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^"^Tc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right
lateral
Scan findings:

Liver is enlarged particularly the left lobe. There is a focal area of
reduced concentration near the lateral border of the left lobe.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Clinical course

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|

viral
hepatitis

23

Comment s :

24 of the 31 observers read the scans positive for hepatitis while only one
observer felt cirrhosis was probably present.
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A(DISIDA)

DIAGNOSIS: ADENOCARCINOMA LIVER

NO; ID-K-2(1)

Clinical history and reason for referral;

65 M; Right upper quadrant mass and loss of weight since 3 months.
alcoholic. Liver enlarged and firm.

Chronic

Investigations;
Slightly elevated SCOT and serum bilirubin
Liver Scan: Radiopharmaceutical used: 99mTc-phytate and 99mTc-DISIDA
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral,
and right anterior oblique. Anterior
with DISIDA.
Scan findings;
A large space occupying lesion is seen in the right lobe with very patchy
concentration. Hepatobiliary DISIDA scan shows an enlarged gall bladder
occupying the medial portion of the large space occupying lesion.

Spleen is markedly enlarged and shows avid uptake of radiocolloid.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

11

7

3

final diagnosis
Adenocarcinoma
liver

12

Comments;
Scan appearances indicate cirrhosis with a large space occupying lesion. A
hepatobiliary scan with DISIDA has helped in locating the gall bladder which
is dilated. Cystic and common bile ducts are not seen and no spill is seen in
the intestines indicating obstruction. Twenty five of the 33 observers
diagnosed definite (18) or probable cirrhosis.
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RAO

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA (MULTIPLE)

NO; ID-K-3(1)

Clinical history and reason for referral;
54 M; Jaundice and mass in abdomen for one year.

Investigations;
Slightly increased total bilirubin; moderately high SCOT, SGPT and markedly
elevated alkaline phosphatase and alpha-feto protein levels.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 99mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral
and right anterior oblique
Scan findings:

A large,
extending
occupying
cirrhosis

well defined space occupying lesion is seen in the right lobe
upto the interlobar region. In addition, there are two more space
lesions in the inferior surface of the liver. No evidence of
is noted.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

+4
I
I
I

'
I
I
I
32 | 0 | 0 | 1
I
I
I

final diagnosis|
Hepatoma

I
I
|
|
I_____________I

Comments;
None of the observers noticed a cirrhotic pattern, although the lesion was
identified by all but one. Multiple lesions are more likely to be métastases
but can also be multifocal hepatoma.
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RAO

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA WITH CIRRHOSIS (multiple)

NO; ID-K-3(2)

Clinical history and reason for referral;
56 M; 4 months history of loss of weight and indigestion.

Liver palpable.

Investigations ;
SGOT, total bilirubin and alpha-feto protein slightly raised.
raised and very high alkaline phosphatase.

SGPT moderately

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral
and RAO
Scan findings;

Liver is enlarged. There are multiple space occupying lesions in the right
lobe, interlobar region and left lobe.
Spleen and bone marrow are not visualised.
Final diagnosis verified by;

Ultrasonography and C.T. scan
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis!
Multiple
I hepatoma with
____|____|_____|_____| cirrhosis
31 | 0 | 0 | 0 I
I
I
I__________________

Comments;
No scan evidence of cirrhosis is seen. Only one observer thought of probable
cirrhotic pattern on the scan. Once again the multiple lesions in the liver
are multifocal hepatoma.
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DIAGNOSIS: LIVER CYST

NO; ID-K-4(1)

Clinical history and reason for referral:
48 M; two months history of discomfort in right hypochondrium and indigestion.
Liver not palpable.
Investigations;
Liver function tests normal.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings;
Liver is normal in shape and size. A well circumscribed posteriorly placed
space occupying lesion is seen in the right lobe. Spleen is normal.

Final diagnosis verified by;
C.T.

scan and aspiration of yellowish fluid.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis
Liver

cyst
29

I

1

I

0

Comments ;

An ultrasound examination would have also confirmed cystic nature of the
lesion.
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RL

176

RAO

DIAGNOSIS: ? T.B. INVOLVEMENT OF LIVER

NO; ID-K-6(1)

Clinical history and reason for referral;
67 M; Productive cough - 3 months. Chest radiograph showed old Koch's lesion
with pleural thickening and a homogenous mass in left lung.

Investigations;
Liver function tests normal except for slightly increased alkaline phosphatase.
Liver Scan: Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, posterior, right lateral
and RAO
Scan findings:

Liver is moderately enlarged. The distribution of the radiocolloid is very
patchy and non-homogenous. Spleen, though normal sized, concentrates the
radiocolloid avidly.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Biopsy and clinical course.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++
10

I +
I
| 11
1

T
1

11

final diagnosis

Tubercular
|
hepatitis
1
|
1

Comments ;

While 17
reported
observers
sizes in
uptake of

observers reported non-cirrhotic diffuse liver disease only 8
definite (2) or probable (6) cirrhosis. However, there were 12
who found the scan normal. Numerous caseous tubercles of varying
the liver is the probable cause for the patchy and non-homogenous
the radiocolloid.
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RAO
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DIAGNOSIS: METASTASES IN LIVER: LUNG

NO; ID-K-8(1)

Clinical history and reason for referral;
63 M; Heavy smoker. Carcinoma of right lung. Enlarged/ hard liver.

Investigations;
Liver function tests normal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-phytate
views: Anterior, right lateral, RAP and
LAO
Scan findings:

Multiple space occupying lesions are seen in both liver lobes of the liver.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Ultrasonography of liver.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Liver

±
I

I
I

+

métastases

31

Comments;

Métastases to the liver from primary malignancy in the G.I. tract, lungs or
breasts are more frequent than from thyroid or oro-pharyngeal tumours.
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A (2 min)

A (60 min)

180

A 20 min)

DIAGNOSIS: HAEMENGIOMA OF LIVER

NO: ID-K-12

Clinical history and reason for referral:
28 F; 2 months history of abdominal mass.

Investigations ;

Slightly raised SCOT, SGPT and alkaline phosphatase. Alpha-feto protein absent.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-labelled red cells
views: Anterior views at 2, 5, 10, 2() 30, 40,

50 and 60 minutes post injection
Scan findings;
A relatively photopenic area in the right lobe and interlobar region in early

pictures gradually shows accumulation of labelled cells and by fifty minutes a
large, circumscribed lesion is seen. In the lesion there are a few illdefined
areas of reduced uptake.

Final diagnosis verified by;
CT scan, angiography
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

±

+

_

13

8

0

14

final diagnosis!
Haemengioma

of liver

Comments:
Gradual accumulation of radiolabelled red cells is typical for haemengioma.
10 observers mistakenly called a definite (5) or a probable cirrhosis (5)
without realising that the scans were obtained with a blood pool agent.
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A (5 min)

A (30min)

182

RAO (60 min)

DIAGNOSIS: DILATED BILE DUCTS

NO; ID-K-14(1)

Clinical history and reason for referral;
79 M; H/o fever with rigors. Palpable/ hard liver and jaundice.
Investigations;
Very high SCOT,
phosphatase.

SGPT

and

total

bilirubin;

moderately

elevated

alkaline

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid and
99mTc_DISIDA
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
with"mTc-phytate and anterior sequential scans at 5, 15, 30, 60 and 120
minutes RAO after DISIDA.
Scan findings:
Liver is enlarged and deformed. The uptake of radiocolloid is non-homogenous
and there is a wide band of reduced uptake parallel to the free edge of the
liver. The band is surrounded by patchy areas of reduced uptake. DISIDA
sequential scans show gross dilatation of intrahepatic bile ducts. Gall
bladder is not seen and there is no intestinal excretion.
Final diagnosis verified by:
Percutaneous cholangiography.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

+

-

24

3

2

4

final diagnosis
Dilated bile
ducts with
common duct
stones

Comments;
Hepatibiliary scan with DISIDA has conclusively shown dilated intrahepatic
ducts with biliary obstruction. Grossly dilated bile ducts may mimic space
occupying lesions on a colloid scan. It is, therefore, essential to perform a
hepatobiliary scan in patients with jaundice showing focal lesions on a
colloid scan.
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DIAGNOSIS: NON-HODGKINS LYMPHOMA

NO; ID-K-15(1)

Clinical history and reason for referral;

37 M; Known to have non-Hodgkins lymphoma complained of pain in epigastric
region and right hypochondrium. Liver palpable.

Investigations;
Normal SCOT, SGPT and total bilirubin. Alpha-feto proteins - negative.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used:
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings:
Liver is enlarged. A large space occupying lesion is seen in the right lobe
which also extends to the adjacent left lobe. Lateral view shows the lesion
to be posteriorly located.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

I

±

T

final diagnosis|
Non-Hodgkins

lymphoma

I?

Comments;
Usually there is only hepatomegaly in patients with lymphoma and focal liver
lesions are less frequently seen. An enlarging nodule in the liver may cause
jaundice.
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DIAGNOSIS: MALIGNANT ASCITES, METASTASES IN LIVER

NO: ID-P-1

Clinical history and reason for referral;

40 M; Weight loss, distension of abdomen, pain in right hypochondrium,
jaundice, dyspnoea on exertion for 3 months. Palpable hard liver.

Investigations;
SCOT, SGPT slightly
moderately elevated.

raised;

alkaline

phosphatase

and

total

bilirubin

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^""Tc-Sulphur conoid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings;
Liver is enlarged. Multiple, scattered and coalesced space occupying lesions
are seen in both lobes. There is considerable left lobe hypertrophy. Bone
marrow is visualised.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Ultrasonography.
malignant cells.

Cytology

of

ascitic

fluid

showed

presence

of

RBC

and

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

14

final diagnosis I
Liver
métastases
_____ I with ascites
| 4 | 0 | 11 I

Comments;
Although 11 observers found the scan negative for multiple space occupying
lesions, 27 of 29 observers reported definite (23) or probable cirrhosis (4).
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DIAGNOSIS: METASTATIC UNDIFFERENTIATED CARCINOMA

NO: ID-P-2

Clinical history and reason for referral;
20 M; Intermittent high fever, low back pain, loss of weight and anorexia for
7 months.

Investigations;
SCOT and SGPT moderately elevated and very high alkaline phosphatase.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings;

Liver is enlarged.
seen in both lobes.

Multiple, large, coalesced space occupying lesions are

Final diagnosis verified by;
Needle biopsy.

Patient also had metastatic deposits in D12 and L3 vertebrae

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

-

+

25

2

1
1
1
1

final diagnosis
Metastatic
und if f erentia-

+

ted carcinoma
0

2

in the liver

Comments;

Liver scans although highly sensitive for picking up lesions do not reveal the
nature of the lesions.

As in this patient history and radiological evidence

of bone métastases were helpful in offering the diagnosis of liver secondaries.
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DIAGNOSIS: PORTAL CIRRHOSIS

NO: ID-P-3

Clinical history and reason for referral;
47 P; Anorexia, progressive weakness, distension, frequent bouts of
haemoptysis and epistaxis for many years. Pain in right hypochondrium for one
year.
Palpable, soft liver; also mass in right hypochondrium.

Investigations ;

Mildly elevated SCOT, SGPT and moderately raised alkaline phosphatase.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings;

Patchy distribution of the radiocolloid is seen in an enlarged liver. There
is a suggestion of rather ill defined right lobe lesions in the anterior and
right lateral scans. Spleen is enlarged and concentrates the radiocolloid
avidly. Spinal marrow is seen.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Laparotomy and liver biopsy.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

T

_

15

final diagnosis|
Protal
cirrhosis and

fatty infiltra-l
| t ion

Comments:
Cirrhosis of the liver with ? pseudotumours. 26 of the 29 observers correctly
called definite (23) or probable cirrhosis (3) but 19 of the 29 observers
called it definitely negative (15) or probably negative for focal lesions.
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192

DIAGNOSIS: HEPATIC INJURY - GUN SHOT WOUND

NO: ID-P-5

Clinical history and reason for referral;
21 M; Gun shot abdominal wounds about 6 weeks prior to scan. Laparotomy was
done to extract pellets, repair intestines and lacerated liver.
Second
laparotomy two weeks before the scan for subacute intestinal obstruction due
to adhesions.

Investigations;
Not available.
Liver Scan: Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior view

Scan findings;

At least two space occupying lesions (one
in each lobe) are seen with well
circumscribed margins. Liver and spleen are normal in shape and size.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Surgery

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

I
I

11

I

final diagnosis)
Hepatic
tears (gun
| shot wounds)

I 12

Comments;
Photon deficient areas could either be due to embedded lead pellets or due to
haemorrhage at tear sites. It is probable that the observers calling the scan
normal ignored the photon deficient areas as artefacts.
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DIAGNOSIS: LIVER ABSCESS (Pyogenic)

NO: ID-P-6

Clinical history and reason for referral;

60 F; Fever, anorexia, weight loss, jaundice with itching for 4 weeks; pain in
abdomen and distension for two weeks.
Palpable, hard liver.

Investigations;
SCOT, SGPT and total
slightly elevated.

bilirubin

moderately

raised;

alkaline

phosphatase

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^""Tc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings:

There is a marked right lobe enlargement. There is a large area of decreased
uptake in the lower two third of right lobe with very ill defined margins. In
addition, there is a discrete, well defined lesion in the interlobar region.
Marrow is seen.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Ultrasonography
abscesses.

and

exploratory

laparotomy.

Laparotomy

showed

two

large

Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

«
I
| 10 | 8 | 4 | 8

final diagnosis I
! Pyogenic
I liver abscesses|
ab
I
I

Comment s ;

Hepatomegaly with space occupying lesions. Five of the thirty observers
entertained the diagnosis of cirrhosis (1) or probable cirrhosis (4).
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DIAGNOSIS: AMOEBIC LIVER ABSCESS

NO: ID-P-7

Clinical history and reason for referral:
20 M; Heroin addict for two years. Intermittent high fever, loss of appetite
and weight, pain in right hypochondrium for three months.
Liver palpable and soft.

Investigations;
Slightly raised SCOT and alkaline phosphatase and moderately raised SGPT.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^""Tc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings;
Liver is enlarged. There is a very large space occupying lesion in right lobe
extending to the superior surface. Bone marrow is seen in posterior view.
Final diagnosis verified by;

Ultrasonography and later laparotomy and open drainage of amoebic abscess.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

++

+

T

final diagnosis|
Amoebic
liver abscess

29

Comments;

Six observers felt the patients had "probable cirrhosis". It is necessary to
diagnose superior surface subdiaphragmatic abscesses early since they may
rupture into the lung and cause serious complications.
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DIAGNOSIS: SPLENOMEGALY

NO: ID-P-8

Clinical history and reason for referral;

9 M; H/o low grade fever, malaria, anorexia, swelling of abdomen and pain in
abdomen for two years.

Liver palpable and soft.
Investigations;
Normal SCOT and SGPT and slightly elevated alkaline phosphatase.
Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral

Scan findings;
Liver is normal sized and the distribution of radiocolloid is uniform.
Spleen is very large. No obvious space occupying lesion is seen.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Clinical course.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

1

4

_
7

1
1
1

2

final diagnosis
Massive

splenomegaly

16

Comments;
14 observers reported definite cirrhosis (12) and probable cirrhosis (2)
possibly on the basis of splenomegaly. Other features of liver cirrhosis are
not seen on the scan and splenomegaly in tropical countries can be due to
other causes.
18 observers have called the scan normal (16) or probably normal (2) possibly
because the liver appears normal and only splenomegaly is noted.
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DIAGNOSIS: CHOLELITHIASIS WITH DILATED DUCTS

NO: ID-P-9

Clinical history and reason for referral;

55 F; Pain right hypochondrium for 24 years with flatulence and indigestion.
Palpable mass in the right hypochondrium. No h/o jaundicer haetnetemesis,
malena or fever.
Investigations:
SCOT and SGPT normal; moderately high alkaline phosphatase.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-Sulphur colloid and
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral.
Anterior views at 5, 15, 45 and more
than 60 minutes after HIDA

Scan findings:

Anterior view with radiocolloid shows a large irregular defect in the region
of gall bladder and liver hilum. Hepatobilliary scans show grossly dilated
ducts in the liver. Gall bladder is not seen. Common bileduct is seen and
there is excretion into the intestines.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Hepatobiliary scan shows filling up of dilated ducts,
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
"i*"^

8

± 1*
5

I
1

2

14

final diagnosis
Dilated intra
hepatic ducts
with cholelithiasis
|
1

Comments;
Dilated intrahepatic ducts with non functioning gall bladder. No biliary
obstruction is seen. The defect in the region of porta hepatis is too deep to
be considered normal. The presence or absence of biliary obstruction can be
verified by hepatobiliary imaging but pinpointing the exact site of
obstruction is best done with ultrasonography.
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A (5 min)

A (45 min)

202

A (15 min)

A (60 min)

DIAGNOSIS: CHOLELITHIASIS WITH DILATED DUCTS

NO: ID-P-9

Clinical history and reason for referral;

55 F; Pain right hypochondrium for 24 years with flatulence and indigestion.
Palpable mass in the right hypochondrium. No h/o jaundice/ haemetemesis,
malena or fever.

Investigations;
SCOT and SGPT normal; moderately high alkaline phosphatase.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 99mTc-Sulphur colloid and 99m-Tc-HIDA
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral.
Anterior views at 5, 15, 45 and more
than 60 minutes after HIDA
Scan findings;

Anterior view with radiocolloid shows a large irregular defect in the region
of gall bladder and liver hilum. Hepatobilliary scans show grossly dilated
ducts in the liver. Gall bladder is not seen. Common bileduct is seen and
there is excretion into the intestines.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Hepatobiliary scan shows filling up of dilated ducts.

Individual scores for focal lesions;

Scan abnormality present

8

~
5

2

14

final diagnosis!
I Dilated intra
[ hepatic ducts
[ with chole| lithiasis

Comments;

Dilated intrahepatic ducts with non functioning gall bladder. No biliary
obstruction is seen. The defect in the region of porta hepatis is too deep to
be considered normal. The presence or absence of biliary obstruction can be
verified by hepatobiliary imaging but pinpointing the exact site of
obstruction is best done with ultrasonography.
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DIAGNOSIS: CHRONIC LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKAEMIA

NO: ID-P-10

Clinical history and reason for referral;

13 F; Swelling abdomen three months. Enlarged spleen, liver not palpable.
Known case of chronic lymphocytic leukaemia.

Investigations;

Not available

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and both lateral
Scan findings;

Liver is normal sized. No space occupying lesion is seen. There is massive
enlargement of the spleen. Cardiac blood pool activity is seen.
Final diagnosis verified by:
Clinical course.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

±

+

2

0

3

final diagnosis
Splenomegaly
(chronic
lymphocytic
|leukaemia)
1

- 1
24

Comments:
Massive splenomegaly. Large majority of observers have called the scan normal
since there is only splenomegaly present and liver is normal. However, on the
basis of splenomegaly alone twelve observers diagnosed definite (7) and
probable (5) cirrhosis. Eight observers reported diffuse liver disease (7)
and probably diffuse disease (1). On the basis of splenomegaly alone
cirrhosis of the liver should not be diagnosed.
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DIAGNOSIS: HEPATOMA

NO: ID-P-12

Clinical history and reason for referral;

64 F; Vomiting and loss of weight with mass in right hypochondrium for one
month.
Palpable, hard liver
Investigations ;
Alpha-feto protein negative.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^""Tc-Sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and both lateral
Scan findings;

There is a huge space occupying lesion in the liver. The liver outline is
indistinct and there is uneven distribution in left lobe. Bone marrow is seen
and spleen uptake is good.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Ultrasound and biopsy
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
++

+

T

—

final diagnosis I
Hepatoma

25

Comments;
Large space occupying lesion in right lobe with affectation of liver
function.
8 of the 29 observers also called cirrhosis (7) and probable
cirrhosis (1). The possibility of a hepatoma in a patient with space
occupying lesion in the liver and positive alpha-feto protein is very much
enhanced but negative alpha-feto protein does not exclude a hepatoma.
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DIAGNOSIS: ADULT FIBROCYSTIC DISEASE OF THE LIVER

NO; ID-P-15

Clinical history and reason for referral;
54 M; Low grade fever, malena, weight loss, jaundice with itching for one year.
Liver palpable and soft
Investigations;
Slightly elevated
bilirubin.

SGPT,

markedly

raised

alkaline

phosphatase

and

total

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used:

views: Anterior, posterior and both lateral
Scan findings;

Liver is markedly enlarged.

Besides a very large space occupying lesion in

the right lobe there are multiple lesions of varying sizes in both lobes.
Spleen is normal sized. Marrow is visualised.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Open biopsy.
Individual scores for focal lesions;

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Adult fibro-

cystic disease |
| of liver
|
27

| 0 | 0 | 2
I
I
I

j
I
I_____________I

Comment s ;

12 observers also diagnosed non-cirrhotic generalised liver disease while 6
observers observed a cirrhotic pattern. All but two observers detected the
large lesion in the right lobe.
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DIAGNOSIS: HYDATID CYST LIVER

NO; ID-P-17

Clinical history and reason for referral;
67 F; Mass right hypochondrium.

Seven years earlier complaints of malena.

Investigations:

Not available

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 9!?mTc-sulphur
views: Anterior, posterior and both lateral
Scan findings;

A diffuse ill defined area of reduced concentration is seen in the right lobe
which is more clearly seen in the darker anterior view and in right lateral
view. Hypertrophy of left lobe is also seen.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Ultrasonography and clinical course.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

final diagnosis|
Hydatid cyst

I

I?

Comments;

Small lesions surrounded by avidly concentrating normal liver tissue
well delineated. The degree of suspicion has to be high for calling
in such a situation. The scan appearances in this case, could
interpreted as a prominent Reidls1 lobe or due to indentation of liver

are not
a lesion
also be
by rib.
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DIAGNOSIS: LYMPHOMA (NON-HODGKINS LYMPHOMA)

NO; ID-P-18

Clinical history and reason for referral;
25 M; Pain and swelling of abdomen for 9 months. Liver palpable.

Investigations;
SGPT and total bilirubin slightly raised.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 9£>mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
Scan findings;
Liver is very large. There is a huge space occupying lesion in the right lobe
with irregular but well defined margins. The spleen appears to be located
above the hypertrophied left lobe.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy - Non-Hodgkins lymphoma.

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

I

25

final diagnosis
Non-Hodgk ins
lymphoma

| 1

Comments;

10 observers noticed associated cirrhosis (5) or probable cirrhosis (5). 14
observers felt there was an associated non-cirrhotic generalised liver disease.
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DIAGNOSIS: CHRONIC MYELOID LEUKAEMIA, MASSIVE SPLENOMEGALY AND A
SPACE OCCUPYING LESION IN LIVER

NO: ID-P-20

Clinical history and reason for referral;
40 M; Fever, weakness, pallor, pain and mass in abdomen for eighteen months
diagnosed as chronic myeloid leukaemia.

Invest igat ions ;
Not available.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^"^Tc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
Scan findings;
Liver is normal in shape and size. There is an illdefined focal defect in the
right lobe near the lateral border. The lesion is seen in all three views but
is best seen in posterior and right lateral views.
There is massive enlargement of the spleen.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present

15

final diagnosis I
Chronic myeloid
leukaemia
Massive spleno-|
| megaly

Comments;
Fifteen of the twenty nine observers have considered the liver to be normal.
Focal lesions in the liver are not usual in chronic myeloid leukaemia.
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DIAGNOSIS: ARTEFACT (COIN) HEPATOSPLENOMEGALY

NO: ID-P-21

Clinical history and reason for referral:

31 F; Known case of carcinoma breast.

Liver and spleen palpable.

Investigations:
Not available.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid

views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
Scan findings;

Liver and spleen are enlarged. Right lateral view shows a round photon
deficient zone with very sharp margins/ No intrinsic lesion of liver and
spleen is seen.

Final diagnosis verified by;

Artefact in lateral view due to coin in the pocket of her tunic.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

T

4

5

3

final diagnosis
Artefact

17

1
Comments;

The photon deficient area in right lateral view can be deduced to be artefact
because the other two views do not show it and the defect has very sharp
margins.
12 observers reported cirrhosis (7) or probable cirrhosis (5)
possibly on the basis of hepatosplenomegaly and similar number of observers
have reported non-cirrhotic generalised liver disease as definitely (6) or
probably present.
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DIAGNOSIS: HODGKINS DISEASE WITH PLEURAL EFFUSION

NO: ID-P-22

Clinical history and reason for referral;
29 M; Enlarged lymph nodes in neck and axillae on both sides for one year;
swelling over scapulae and chest wall for 6 months and fever with sweating for
two months.

Palpable, soft liver
Investigations;
SCOT, SGPT, alkaline phosphatase and total bilirubin normal.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: 99mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
Scan findings;
Liver is enlarged. The superior surface of the liver is flattened and the
area above the liver is photon deficient as compared to the left. Spleen
shows an avid uptake and bone marrow is visualised.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present

"

±

2

1

*
1
1

4

22

final diagnosis
Hodgkins
disease with
pleural effusion on right
side

Comments;
Flattening of the superior surface of the liver with a photon deficient zone
indicates a pleural effusion on right side which is flattening the liver dome
and is pushing it down (the tip of the liver in posterior view is below the
level of iliac crest). 9 of the 29 observers considered cirrhosis and 14
observers favoured non-cirrhotic generalised liver disease.
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DIAGNOSIS: CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER

NO: ID-P-23

Clinical history and reason for referral:
64 F; History of fever, generalised
hypochondrium. Liver palpable and soft.

aches

and

pains.

Pain

in

right

Invest igat ions ;
Slightly elevated SGPT and total bilirubin.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^^mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
Scan findings;

Liver is enlarged particularly the left lobe. Spleen is also moderately
enlarged and the uptake by the spleen is more than the liver. Bone marrow is
faintly seen in posterior view.

Final diagnosis verified by;
Biopsy

Individual scores for focal lesions:

I Scan abnormality present
1
1
1
1

++
2

1 +
1
| 6
1

+
4

final diagnosis
Cirrhosis
of liver

17

Comment s ;
Scan appearances suggest affectation of liver function probably early changes
due to cirrhosis.
11 observers called definite (5) or probable (6)
cirrhosis. 10 observers considered non-cirrhotic generalised disease present
(4) or probably present (6). Hyptertrophy of left lobe may be the only scan
evidence of early cirrhosis.
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DIAGNOSIS: HYDATID CYSTS

NO; ID-P-24

Clinical history and reason for referral;
20 F; Loss of appetite, irregular low grade fever, distension with loose
motions, pain and swelling in right hypochondrium for 6 months.

Liver palpable and soft.
Invest igat ions ;
Mildly elevated SCOT and moderately high alkaline phosphatase.

Liver Scan; Radiopharmaceutical used: ^mTc-sulphur colloid
views: Anterior, posterior and right lateral
Scan findings;

Liver is markedly enlarged with hypertrophy of both lobes. One very large and
at least two smaller space occupying lesions are seen in the right lobe.
Final diagnosis verified by;
Cassonis1 test positive and later surgery also confirmed the diagnosis.
Individual scores for focal lesions:

Scan abnormality present
++

+

29

0

* 11 -

final diagnosis
Multiple
hydatid cysts
of liver

| 0 | 0

1

1

Comments;
Cystic lesions on scan are usually large with well-defined sharp margins and
if the lesions are large and more superficial than they are almost completely
photopenic. In tropical countries hydatid cysts are not infrequent and it
would be prudent to exclude hydatid disease before doing aspiration or surgery.
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